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Controversy surrounds University Museum as admm strators evaluate its use 
LEXI CORTES 
Alest/e Editor in Chief 
Editor's note: Emails were obtained 
through a Freedom of Information Act 
request and were copied verbatim. 
SIUE is home to a museum collection 
that contains more than 50,000 cultural ob-
jects. Some of the pieces can be viewed by 
simply walking through campus, as they are 
displayed in various buildings and in a num-
ber of faculty offices. Because of this, the cam-
pus itself, rather than a specific building, is 
thought of as the museum. 
Only a small portion of the collection is 
on display. Much like any other museum, the 
rest is stored away. Most of SIUE's collection 
is housed in a building tucked away near 
Campus Police on Supporting Services Road. 
It is called the University Musewn. 
Earlier in the spring semester, some con-
troversy surrounded the University Museum 
as members of the SIUE communit:v believed 
the administration was looking to close it. A 
petition titled "Stop the closing of the South-
ern Illinois University of Edwardsville's Uni-
versity Museum" was initiated on changc.org, 
which receive-cl 407 signatures before receiving 
the label "confirmed victory." 
Shortly after discovering the petition, 
Chancellor Julie Furst-Bowe addressed the 
issue via email. 
''We are in the preliminary stages of ex-
ploring options regarding the museum," 
Furst-Bowe wrote in a Feb. 11 email to the 
university community. "However, neither its 
closure nor the selling off of its valuable ob-
jects is being contemplated." 
Yet, after learning about tl1e pending re-
tirement oftl1c University Museum's former 
director, Eric Barnett, Furst-Bowe wrote in a 
Feb. 3 email to Interim Provost Ann Boyle 
and SIUE Foundation CEO Rachel Stack re-
garding the museum, "improving or even 
maintaining tl1e current simation just isn't one 
of our p1iorities." 
SIUE Foundation CEO Rachel Stack: "Mr. 
Magorium's Emporium" 
In a Jan. 30 email to the provost, Furst-
Bowe wrote, "Now that Eric is gone, we 
should probably discuss the fumrc of tl1e mu-
seum ... which looks like a big warehouse/flea 
market to me." 
Furst-Bowe said in a recent interview that 
she still believes the Universit:v Museum looks 
like a "warehouse/flea market." 
"It does. It isn't anything like a formal 
musewn that you would see in Chicago or St. 
Louis where tl1ings are all displayed and you 
could bring in groups of school children or 
college smdents to look at things," Furst-
Bowe said. "My understanding is tl1at it was 
deliberate. They really went with this kind of 
warehouse concept with the idea tl1at all of the 
different things from the museum would be 
on display in the campus .... The idea was that 
it would be just a place to store the items." 
Inside the University Museum, a few ob-
jects are housed in glass cases, while most oth-
ers arc kept on long, tall racks witl1 shelves and 
drawers for organization. T11ere is also a space 
devoted to framing amvorks before they arc 
transported to the campus core to be dis-
played. 
On Feb. 3, Stack toured the University 
Musew11, rcporring to the chancellor shortly 
after her visit. She said the chancellor had not 
instructed her to do so. 
"Part of it was curiosit)~" Stack said. "I 
wanted to see it. I want to see all of tl1e cam-
pus .... The museum is a public place. Every-
one should be able to go there." 
In tl1e email t.P the chancellor, Stack gave 
her opinion on the state of the museum and 
what should be done with it in the future. 
"I think we should see what departments 
use it ([Barnett] mentioned archeology) and. 
then start selling off the collection," Stack 
wrote." ... It's really not a value-add to the uni-
versity except as a 'Mr. Magorium's Empo-
rium' type thing and even ilien, I doubt 
anyone goes over there. Just my opinion." 
Stack said she likened the musewn to 
"Mr. Magoriwn's Wonder Emporium" be-
cause she was not expecting it to "look more 
like an arcl1ive." 
"It's kind of a backwards compliment," 
Stack said. "Have you seen the movie?" 
Stack said she went to the museum be-
cause, as head of the foundation, she wanted 
to assess items from the Harrington collec-
tion, which is a large donation that belongs to 
the foundation but is housed in the museum. 
Stack said the only reason she reported to tl1e 
cl1ancellor after her visit is because Furst-Bowe 
is her boss. 
Stack said she was surprised by the state 
of the museum. 
"I was thinking tl1ere would be a focus," 
Stack said. 
Being from Chicago, Stack said she has 
been to a lot of musewns, which led to her ex-
pectation that the University Museum would 
have a "focus." Some examples she provided 
included Asian art or military regalia. The 
University Museun1, however, houses objects 
such as reclaimed bottles and taxidermy in ad-
dition to works of art, according to Stack. 
Stack said she tl10ught items could be 
sold because she was not aware of their use in 
courses and had not seen them displayed any-
where on campus. 
"There's extraneous stuff that doesn't 
seem like it's being utilized," Stack said. 
"Maybe it is and I don't know who's using it." 
Stack said the SIUE Foundation has the 
authority to liquidate donations depending on 
the donor agreement, but her suggestion to 
the chancellor was just "throwing around an 
idea before I realized how complicated that 
would be." 
'There was no intent on .my part to sell 
anytl1ing," Stack said. • 
Stack also reported in the email to the 
chancellor the types of objects that exist in the 
collection and their value. 
"The artifacts that I saw are worth 
money-most of them are just not art objects. 
The student art is mixed in as well as architec-
tural items, old electronics, etc.," Stack wrote. 
Stack mentioned two valuable art pieces 
within the museum collection: "a Roon and 
a painting in the library." Stack said Barnett 
pointed these pieces out to her during her 
visit. 
"Eric said, 'You need to go look at these 
other two tl1ings that are very valuable,"' Stack 
said. ''We were having a conversation." 
Furst-Bowe responded to Stack's Feb. 3 
email writing, " ... it sow1ds like you and I and 
Ann [Boyle] arc in agreement relative to find-
ing out what is being used and getting rid of 
the rest one way or another." 
Stack said not11ing has been sold since the 
discussion between administrators began, but 
Barnett had sold some pieces. Stack said she 
does not anticipate any more pieces to be sold 
until a new director is hired. 
"There's a precedent," Stack said. "Eric 
was selling objec-rs, so that's w1dcr the purview 
of the director." 
College of Arts and Sciences Dean Aldc-
maro Romero said the only pieces Barnett had 
sold were from tl1c Harrington donation, 
which included objects tl1at were misrepre-
sented as authentic and valuable pieces, but 
were found to be fakes after further research. 
Chancellor Julie Furst-Bowe: "In the dis-
cussion stage" 
In a Feb. 10 email to the provost and 
Stack, Furst-Bowe wrote, "apparently some-
one is spreading rumors that we are going to 
sell all of the valuable art in the museum." 
Stack said, because it occurred back in 
February, she does not remember exactly how 
she responded to Furst-Bowe's email. 
"I do remember thinking, 'This doesn't 
seem like a big deal that I went over there to 
look at the collection,' but apparently it was," 
Stack said. 
SIU President Glenn Poshard had heard 
§tudents might picket the Feb. 13 board of 
trustees meeting t? protest ilie seJµng of mu-
scum pieces, according to an email Executive 
Assistant to the Chancellor Kim Durr sent to 
Furst-Bowe. 
Poshard called the chancellor's office to 
get more information and, according to her 
email, Durr told hin1 what had been decided 
at tl1e previous week's Chancellor's Council 
meeting: "(l) that items will be retained that 
meet curricular needs; (2) all else will be got-
ten rid of; and (3) the department chairs have 
been asked for ideas on what to retain." 
Planning how to address the issue at the 
Foundation Executive Committee and board 
of trustees meetings, Furst-Bowe shared her 
working message with the provost and Stack. 
" ... ilie first step will be to catalog the 
collection and identify what materials are 
being used to meet curricular needs across all 
academic departments. Items that are not 
being used and have no real value could be 
'weeded' sinular to how we keep tl1c collec-
tions current in the library," Furst-Bowe wrote 
in a Feb. 10 email. "However, no decisions 
have made and no timetable has been estab-
lished. All of this is very much in the 'discus-
sion' stage. The discussion started when 
[Romero] informed me that tl1e current mu-
sewn director plans to retire at the end of the 
montl1." 
Museum pieces that have "value" were 
never part of the discussion, according to 
Furst-Bowe, but the selling of other pieces 
was being contemplated. 
"If iliere really is stuff tl1at no one is 
using ... or it was just given to us and we never 
really knew what we were supposed to do 
with it, well then let's try to figure out a way 
to sell it, to give it to other musewns or some-
how decommission it so we could take better 
care of the things we have, I think was the 
message. It was never to do anything with the 
valuable pieces," Furst-Bowe said in an inter-
view. "It was to do things with the tl1ings that 
ll, ou 've seen it - there's a lot of sniff 
tl1ere that was just given to us." 
Furst-Bowe said that if objects from the 
musew11 were going to be sold, she would not 
actually be the person making that decision. 
"Something like that would have to be a 
recommendation from someone tl1at knows a 
whole lot more about museum artifacts than 
myself or any of the administrators iliat we 
have on campus," Furst-Bowe said. 
It would be up to the University Mu-
seum Director, Furst-Bowe said. 
''We need for a director to come in and 
actually inventory what we have. Things that 
have value, we would definitely keep. 111ings 
that are being used in classes, definitely keep," 
Furst-Bowe said. 'That's what the purpose of 
tl1c museum [is], but there's also a lot of 
things over there that were just donated by 
people that may or may not have any mone-
tary value, that may or may not have any cur-
ricular value, and those are the things that a 
director is going to have to come in and Sa)\ 
'Maybe tl1ese would be better off at another 
n1ltSCum."' 
According to Furst-Bowe, "museums do 
tins type of thing very routinely." 
· "I think the caveat is typically that if you 
do decide you're going to sell something or 
trade something or whatever, what you get 
back enhances tl1e mtt~cwn," Furst-Bowe 
said. "It wouldn't be tl1at we would sell mu-
seum pieces and use tl1e money in otl1cr areas 
of tl1c campttS. It would all go back to, frankly, 
taking better care of what we have over tl1ere." 
Furst-Bowe said handling resources in 
this way is known as fund accow1ting. 
"Hypothetically or potentially or what-
ever, none of this has ever been done or even 
seriously thought about as you can sec, we 
don't even have an inventory of what we have 
at this point, anything that we would possibly, 
potentially do with the museum would have 
to go right back into making ilie museum bet-
ter, and that's how it works everywhere on 
campus," Furst-Bowe said. 
The University Museum staff: "Too much 
work for one person" 
Prior to his retirement in February, Bar-
nett taught classes in museum studies in addi-
tion to serving as tl1e only university staff 
member at tl1e museum. He handled the 
workload with the help of two graduate assis-
tants. 
Romero and College of Arts and Sciences 
Director Craig Steiner met with tl1e chancellor 
on Jan. 30 to discuss Barnett's replacement 
and the possibilit)• of adding more staff mem-
bers to the museun1. 
Later the same da); Furst-Bowe emailed 
the provost about the meeting. 
"I continue to be frustrated that Al 
spends his time on everything except our 
stated priorities - enrollment, retention, on-
line, grants, fundraising, etc. Craig is also 
spending a lot of time on this musewn ... not 
good use of his time either," Furst-Bowe 
wrote. 
Steiner, however, said the University Mu-
seum is the "crown jewel" of the campus. 
At ilieir meeting, Romero showed the 
chancellor a 2009 report from an outside con-
sultant in which the University MttSetun was 
assessed. He said the report displayed the need 
for additional staff111g. 
''We thought that she understood iliat 
the advice of tl1at report needed to be fol-
lowed, but ilicn the whole thing blew up," 
Romero said. 
In a Feb. 10 email to Romero, Furst-
Bowe wrote, " ... we hope to be able to make 
better use of the collection with new staffing 
in this area." However, on Feb. 14, Furst-
Bowe emailed ilie provost about her reserva-
tions regarding the museum. 
"I am concerned that if I were to start 
spending a lot of time on the museum, expec-
tations would increase for staffmg, a new 
building, etc.," Furst-Bowe wrote. 
Furst-Bowe said she has to be cautious 
because the state budget is uncertain. 
"I wouldn't want people to think that 
now this is suddenly my passion or the focus 
of where we're going to put campus resources 
because we don't have it, in all honest); unless 
someone were to give us a wonderful dona-
tion, but with our state budget situation, I 
don't want to raise expectations that suddenly 
we're going to be able to hire 20 people to 
work in the museum or not," Furst-Bowe 
said. 
Furst-Bowe said she agrees with the 
2009 report's recommendation that increasing 
ilie staff is necesSaf)\ but there might not be 
enough money to do so. 
'There weren't any resources [in 20091 
to implement the recommendations and, 
frank!); there aren't really any more resources 
nmv," Furst-Bowe said. "If you look at all of 
the different priorities that we have to fund as 
a campus and what's been proposed from tl1e 
state, which is either a flat budget, a zero-in-
crease budget, or if tl1is sales tax doesn't go 
tl1rough, I've seen anywhere from a 9 to a 12 
to a 20 percent budget reduction, which, 
frank!)\ means we won't be adding staffing to 
any office on camptt~." 
Furst-Bowe said she in1mcdiately agreed 
with Romero and Steiner tl1at the director 
needed to be replaced. 
The SIUE U nivcrsitv Mt1Setm1 Ad\·isorv 
Board is currently scarchitig for the ne\V dirci:-
tor, and Furst-Bowe said otl1er positions will 
be added as funds become available. 
"I think what we've learned from tins 
whole experience is if you put it on one per-
son, and [Barnett] was a ve1y good person, he 
took his work very serious!)\ but it's too much 
work for one person - I think we've learned 
that - even witl1 some very good student 
help," Furst-Bowe said. "By the looks of the 
place, it was a struggle for one person to try 
to keep up with everything." 
Art and design professor Erin Vigneau-
Dinuck is serving as the interim director until 
the position is filled. She declined to com-
ment. 
Romero said he hopes to have a new di-
rector in place by sometime in fall 2014. 
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Vadalabene Center 
Cojege of }.'rts and Sciences 
Graduate degrees 
Valense Acquah ... ...... ... ... ......... .. . MS Ashlea N. Gernand ..... ................ MA Hollie Lybarger .......................... MS April A. Sage ... ..... ... .... ..... ..... ... PSM 
Chandra A. Alford ...................... MA Vincent J. Giamrnaria ................. MS Jaime C. Macke .. .. .. .................... MA Heidi J. Schillinger ..................... MA 
Chelsey M. Ament ............... ..... MPA Sarah E. Gillespie .................... MFA Che l A. Mafia .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. ..... . . 
Sara Amirahmadi ..... .. ... ... ....... .... MS Clarissa L. Greguska ........ ... ..... ... MA Raphael P. Maurice ..... .... ...... ... ... MA 
Adam R. Armstrong ................... MS Gretchen Grube ......................... MM Dexter K. McElhiney .................. MS 
Mark K. Bacus ............... ..... ....... MA Dean C. Gunderson .................... MS Ben M. McGuire ......................... MS 
egan . Schmitt .......... ..... ....... MS 
Rachael M. Schneider ....... ..... ..... MA 
Shannan C. Schoemaker ............. . PB 
Mitoshia L. Scott ............. ......... MPA 
Stacie L. Banjavcic .... ....... ... ........ MS Darcy L. Hahn ... ..... ................ ... MA Megan N. McKinzie ....... ....... ...... PB 
Patricia M. Barney ... .. ... ............ MPA Danielle N. Hall ... ... ... ...... ... ....... . PB Alexan_der K. McLean ...... ......... MPA 
Katherine M. Bennett .......... ..... .. MS Evan J. Hamilton ..... ... ..... ... ....... MA Amy L. McQuiggan ... .... ............ MA 
Katherine L. Birdsall ...... ..... .... .. MPA Megan N. Harbison ......... ...... .... MA Chelsie C. McWhorter .. ...... .. ...... MS 
Katrina L. Boogerd ...... .. ...... ...... MA Quentin R. Harris ... .... ...... ...... . MPA Marie N. Menninga ................. .. MM 
Breanna C. Branson .. ................. MA Timothy M. Harvey ................ ... MA Mary A. Meyer ..... ......... .. ... ... ..... MS 
Khrystyne A. Bunselmeyer ........ MM Aliza Hasan ................................ MS Raffi Mikaelian ......................... MPA 
Alexander T. Burkart .................. MA Jeffrey A. Holt ........................... MA Karyn M. Miles .......................... MA 
Elizabeth N. Busekrus ................ MA Christopher J. Huff ..................... MS Chloe D. Moore ......................... MA 
Brooke N. Seesengood ....... ......... MS 
Daniel L. Shields ... ........ .... ... .... MPA 
Chelsea B. Silvermintz ....... .. ..... . MM 
Sarah N. Skiold-Hanlin ............... MS 
Cody L. Slauson ......... ......... MA, PB 
Stephanie A. Smetana ................. MS 
Luis A. Solano ............ ... ........... MPA 
Gregory J. Soliday ......... ............. MS 
Eugene D. Sowell ..................... MPA 
Bendex M. Stevenson ............... MPA 
Jason Chatman ........................... MA Olayemi Jenje ............................. MA Brittany L. Moore .................... MPA 
Ni-Chung Chiang ...................... MA Michael E. Johns ......................... MS Georgia Mueller .......................... MS 
Maserati C. Swanagan ................ MA 
Chunli Tan ................................. MA 
Madelaine B. Clancy ................... MA Ronald L. Johnson ..................... MA Travis E. Newberry ................... MPA Renee S. Tate ............................. MA 
Megan M. Coonen ................... MPA Jasmine C. Johnson .................. MPA Andrew D. Niederhauser ... ......... MA Diedra M. Taylor ........................ MA 
Breanna L. Cooper ..................... MS Rebecca M. Johnston ................. MA Lindan A. Noel ........................ MPA 
Annaleigh N. Corbitt ............. .... MA Leighann Jones ........ ................... MS Adriana Ochoa ........................... MA 
Fred J. Cornwell ......................... MS Bryan C. Jones-Patterson ... ... .... MPA Shay Okotete ............... ........ ..... MPA 
Lynne R. Cote .... ... ...... .... .......... MA Yesenia Juarez .. ...... ............... ...... MA . Jennifer M. Oyler ........................ MS 
Hannah E. Coy .......................... MA Merlinda A. Kirchgessner ........... MA Raquel A. Ozanich-Vella .... ......... MS 
Joshua A. Crawford .................. MPA Callee E. Klingeman ................. MPA Megan S. Pearson ... ... ............ ..... MA 
Caitlin G. Dentamaro .. ....... MPA, PB Adam P. Knoche ...... ... ....... ... .... MFA Mollie Pease ....................... ......... MS 
Linsey D. Dieckmeyer. ............... MA Christy C. Koester. ................ ..... MA Stephyn P. Phillips ...................... MA 
Mary E. Doll ......... ....... ......... .. .. MM Marzena Kolasa ... ... .. ......... ....... .. . MS Orlando M. Phillips .................. .. MA 
Patrick M. Dongarra ................... MA Hope M. Krewson ..................... MA Debra K. Pietrangelo .................. MA 
Gary J. Dotson ........ : ................ .. MS Roxane B. Krutsinger ............. .... MS Matthew A. Poole ..... ................ MPA 
Thomas J. Dougherty ....... ........ MPA Kayla L. Kuehn .......................... MA Melissa J. Rawe ...................... .... MA 
Adam H. Drake .................. .. ...... MS Dzifa Kugbega ........................ .. MPA Julius M. Richardson .................. MS 
Alan R. Edmondson ....... _ .. ..... ... MPA Natalie L. Lapacek ...................... MS Bree L. Richey .............. .............. MS 
Thomas M. Edwards ................... MS Paul T. Le ................................... MS Matthew T. Roach .................... MPA 
Sarah M. Engelke ....... .... ........... MM Kristin A. Lemenager ................ . MS Thomas R. Rodgers .................... MS 
Leighton F. Taylor ...................... MA 
Stephanie K. Taylor .................. MPA 
Jaclyn E. Taylor ........................... MS 
Lisa M. Thompson-Gibson ........ MA 
Richard J. Tough ....... ....... ..... .. . MPA 
Rachel A. Trokey ....... .. .......... .. .. . MA 
Alexandria N. Vlahos .. ..... ... . MA, PB 
Dale G. Volle .......... ... ..... ..... .... MPA 
Christine L. Vu ........................ ... MS 
Chesley A. Waddell ........ ........... MPA 
Leah D. Wallace .. ............. ..... ..... MA 
Irene J. Weber. ......... ... ................ MS 
Peary E. Webster ....................... MM 
Briana C. Whiteside ................... MA 
Gregory A. Williams .................. MA 
Rapheal D. Williams ................. MPA 
Michelle A. Wolfe .............. ... ...... MS 
Amanda L. Field .. ...................... MA Laura A. Lengyel ....................... MA Mary K. Ross ............. ....... ......... MA 
Danica M. Fread .. .......... ......... .... MA Jonathan H. Long ...................... MA Jared P. Rubsam .......................... MS 
Kaitlin A. Womack ..................... . MS · 
David Wylie ... .......................... ... MS 
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co]ege of @"ts and Sciences 
Undergraduate degrees 
Neehad Ahmad .......................... BA Zachary D. Clark ....................... BM Kyle E. Foutch ............................ BA Rosalie I. James ......................... . BA 
Audra M. Allen ..................... ...... BS Jenna M. Clavin ........................... BS Victoria C. Francis ...................... BS Clay W Jarnagin ..................... ..... BS 
KiaraM. Allison .......................... BS Andrea J. Clendenny. ................... BS JefFranklin ............................... BFA JustinM. Jenkel. .......................... BS 
Lori A. Althoff. ........................... BA Stephanie E Cloutier .................... BS Jessica J. Fraser ............................ BA Kayla L. Jennings ....................... . BS 
Scott J. Alvarado .................... .... . BA David W Colburn ....................... BA Kelsi C. Frost ............................... BS Mallory A. Johnson ............. .... .... BS 
Timothy P. Andersen ................... BS Tyson D. Cole ....................... BS, BS Abby M. Frye .............................. BS Kylie D. Jones ............................. BS 
Ryan W Anderson ...................... BA Shaun M. Colgan ........................ BS Renee S. Gardner ............ ............. BS Hannah G. Jordan ...................... BA 
Kenny L. Antoine ....................... BA Chris Conant ............................... BA Ayan Gasanli ............................... BS Josiah R. Joyce ........................... BM 
Emily A. Armon ......................... BA Jordyn S. Conerty. ....................... BS Judith E. Gasser ........................... BS Jennifer A. Joyner ............. ......... . BA 
Domonique A. Armstrong .......... BS Pamela M. Conley. ....................... BS Sydney D. Gastreich ................... BS Elizabeth A. Kaegy. ................... BFA 
Megan E. Arnett .......................... BS Rachel M. Cook .......................... BS Nadia R. Ghahkenshah ............... BS Melissa M. Kajdasz ..................... BA 
Seth L. Arnold ............................. BS Brian S. Cooper .......................... BA Sarah N. Giacomini .................... BS Abby I. Kansai ............................ BA 
Caitlyn L. Ashcraft ...................... BA Steven T. Cooper ......................... BS Sarah E. Gibson ...................... BSW Alexandra M. Keating ................. BS 
Timothy E Ashe ........................... BS Kristina K. Copeland ................... BS Claudia Y. Gleason ..................... BA Lukus D. Keeling ........................ BS 
KristinM. Athey. ......................... BA Cory S. Coppersmith ................... BS Jenneffer T. Gonzalez ................. BA Trent D. Kessmann ..................... BS 
Ryan Augustyniak ....................... BA Kelli L. Coppersmith ................... BS Samuel J. Gradle ......................... BS Adnan S. Khan ............................ BS 
Karly M. Baird ............................ BA Alexander D. Corley. .................. BA Brett A. Graham ......................... BS Noah G. King ............................. BS 
Cody A. Baker. ........................... BA Michelle L. Corvallis ................... BS Sarah M. ·Gra).C .......................... BS Marc A. Kinnear .......................... BS 
Brandon L."Baker ....... ~ ................ BS Nathan W Cowan ....................... BS Emily A. Gray..:······ .. ·············;·BSW Rebecca E. Kirchner .................... BS 
Brailey M. Banks .......................... BS Richard S. Cox ............................ BS Kathryn L. Green ....................... :BS 
Christopher J. Bartels ............... : ... BS Daniel E. Crain.; ................... : ..... BA Virginia E. Greenplate ................ BS 
Joshua P. Beasley. .................. · ........ BS Megan J. Crawford .... : ........ : ....... BA Erin K. Greenwalt ...................... BA 
Adam C. Kirgan ......................... BA 
Nicholas 'P. Klein ......................... BA 
Christine Klepczynski .............. BSW 
Christin L. Beavers ...................... BS _ Tanner J. Creech ........ :. ........... ; ..... BS Joshua R. Grizzle ........................ BS Joshua D. Koehne .......... · ............. BS 
Whitney N. Bechtel ..................... BS Jimmy J. Crume ........................... BS Courtney L. Groennert .............. BM Elizabeth M. Koonce .................. BS 
Austin D. Beck ............................ BS Jamie R. Cutright ........................ BS Lavontas A. Hairston .................. BS Justin T. Kostelac ......................... BS 
Kristen A. Beimfohr .................... BA Eric J. Czajkowski ....................... BS Kourtney M. Hake ..................... BA Kimberly M. Kosydor ................. BA 
Jeffrey N. Bennett ....................... BA Aubree A. Dahler ........................ BS Kayla A. Halde ........................... BA Eric D. Krebs .............................. BA 
Dustin R. Berry. .......................... BS Taylor N. Dahms ........................ BA Matthew Hallow. ........................ BA Courtney L. Krebs ...................... BS 
Bhavini K. Bhakta ....................... BS Anthony S. Davis ........................ BS Brianna M. Hamann ................... BS Keagan C. Kristoff ...................... BA 
Heather M. Bible ......................... BS Mitchell D. Davis ........................ BS Sandra S. Hamid ..................... BSW Erin R. Kruzan ........................... BS 
Laura A. Blair .............................. BA Allison N. Dawkins ..................... BS Kacey M. Hamilton .................... BS Shelby L. Kuchenbecker .............. BA 
Weston W Blake .......................... BS Lindsay A. Dawson .. ; .................. BS Veronica 0. Hamlyn .................. BA Clare R. Kukielski ....................... BM 
Kili L. Bons ................................. BS Allyssa B. Decker ................. : ....... BS Amy L. Hammon ....................... BS Lauryn R. Kulasza ....................... BS 
AlexandraM. Booth .................... BA Charles H. Delaney. ..................... BS Joshua C. Hanafin ...................... BA Jenna L. Kunde ........................... BS 
Karissa M. Boozer ....................... BS Kelsy R. DeMond ....................... BS Jorgia L. Hanlin ........................ . ja. ...................... BA 
Patrick G. Bowker ..... .. ........ ...... .. . BS Bradley D. Denby. ................. BS, BS Joseph D. Hanson ...................... BA Ronald B. Kwaak ....... ................. B 
Cora E Bradley. ............................ BS James L. Denson ...................... BLS Mark T. Harmon ........................ BA David Laforge ......................... BFA 
Blaire K. Brinkman ..................... BA Jared R. Deputy. ........................... BS Christian J. Harrawood .............. BA Austin R. Lamay. ........................ BS 
Joshua S. Brinkman ..................... BS Desiree A. Dhesse ........................ BS Jordyn M. Harriger ..................... BS Sophie M. Lamsargis .................. BA 
Samantha B. Brockman ............... BS Jacob T. Dicus ............................. BS Cori N. Harris ............................ BA Amber M. Lane ........................ BLS 
Kristyn A. Brown ........................ BA Bradley M. Dillon ....................... BS Mariah J. Harris .......................... BS Julie L. Lansing .......................... BA 
Adam J. Brown ............................ BS Alex J. Dixon ............................... BS Shevontae K. Harris .................... BS Jarred E. Lapeire ......................... BA 
Caleb T. Browning ....................... BS Alexa C. Dixon ............................ BS Jacquelyn K. Hartman ................ BS Erica Lauck ............................. BSW 
Louis J. Browning ....................... BS Brendan A. Dlubala ..................... BS Jacqulyn R. Havlin ..................... BA Tyler A. Leach ............................. BS 
Natalie A. Brummell ................... BS Thao T. Doan ........................ BS, BS Giavonna D. Heath .................... BA Ryan P. Leary. .............................. BS 
Robert Budron ............................ BA Courtney B. Doole ...................... BS Brian J. Heger ............................. BS Lindsay R. Lee ............................ BS 
Kylie L. Bunker ............................ BS Valencia S. Dorsey. ...................... BS Jeremy R. Hegger ....................... BS Brittney M. Leech ....................... BA 
Lauren M. Burris ......................... BS Benjamin J. Downer .................... BS Michael Z. Henderson ............... BA Todd A. Lenhardt ........................ BS 
Charmaine E. Burrus ................... BA Gerald L. Driemeier ................... BA Anniston E. Henk ....................... BS Aaron J. Lewis ............................ BA 
Anne M. Burton .......................... BS Janice M. Durako ....................... BA Kia-Dre S. Henry. ...................... BA Alexandrea J. Lewis ..................... BS 
Michael J. Butkiewicz .................. BS Molly Eaton ............................ BSW Michael S. Hensley. ..................... BS Kara E Lincoln ............................ BS 
Caleb A. Butler ............................ BA Kelly A. Edwards .................... BSW Dana L. Hildebrand ................. BFA Julie M. Lisak ............................. BA 
Maura E. Byrne ......................... BLS Reginald Edwards ................... BSW Alexa N. Hillery. .......................... BS Alexis S. Logan ........................... BA 
Jennifer N. Caires ........................ BA Samantha L. Egbert .................... BS. Allexis N. Holland ................ BA, BA Kira A. Long .............................. BA 
JaseM. Camp .............................. BS TiffanyN. Eickhoff. .................... BS Samantha A. Homes ................... BS Megan N. Losey. ..................... BSW 
Cynthia A. Campbell ................... BS Frederick W Ellison .................... BA William Homes ........................... BS Alison J. Luehrnann .................... BS 
Kristen L. Campbell .................... BS Dawn M. Embry. .. 1 ..................... BS Clinton M. Hopfinger ................. BS Kelly C. Lyons ............................ BA 
PatrickJ. Campion ....................... BS Krystal N. Essenpreis .................. BS Judith H. Hopwood ................... BS 
Jessica M. Carrier ......................... BS Stephanie K. Evans ..................... BS Jessica Horne ............................. BA 
Danielle L. MacDonald .............. BA 
LaMisha D. Madison ............ .. .... BS 
Leah E. Carruthers ...................... BA Haley N. Evans ........................... BS Brooke E. Hover ......................... BS Tiffany G. Maglasang ................. BA 
Kelly M. Cato .......... ..................... BS Benjamin T. Eversmann ............... BS Brent J. Huelsmann .................... BA 
Melody A. Chester ...................... BA Nicholas S. Eversole .................... BS Brittany P. Hughes ...................... BS 
Michael B. Chiapetto .............. .... BA Wesley A. Faulkner ....................... BS Sarah L. Hulbert .............. ....... BSW 
Jessica Mann ............................... BA 
Vincent S. Manuel... ................... BA 
Jordan L. Markel... ............ ..... .. .. BA 
Matthew K. Chodzko .................. BS Katherine H. Feigenbutz ......... ... BA Megan A. Hunsaker .................... BS Patrick C. Marsh .. ........................ BS 
Amanda E. Chojnicki .............. BSW Raymond M. Feldmann .............. BS Amanda M. Hyett .... ................... BS Kermit G. Martignoni .. ... .... ........ BS 
Stephen J. Chontofalsky. ......... .. BLS Wesley K. Ferrill .............. ............. BS Amber N . Jackson ........ ........... .. . BA 
Brian E Clancy. ....... ...... ...... .... ... .. BS Dennis M. Fiudo .. .. ... ... ... ...... .... .. BA Erin L. Jackson .... ... ........ ...... ... ... BS 
Alexis S. Martin .. .. ....................... BS 
Katharine E. Martin .. .... ..... .. ... ..... BS. 
Kyle D . Clanton ... ... ..... ..... ...... .... . BS Brooke A. Foederer ... ..... ..... ..... ... BS Cassidy C. Jacobson ...... ........... .. BA Laney E . Martin ..... ...... ..... .... .... .. BS 
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ccjege of ,Arts and Sciences 
Undergraduate degrees 
Kelly J. Mason ............................. BS 
Ashleigh A. Massoth ................... BS 
Eric E. Masten ............................ BS 
Grace 0. Matthews ..................... BA 
Kimi Matychowiak ................. BSW 
Kelsey J. Maves ........................... BS 
Andrew D. Maynard ................... BA 
Laura D. McCann ...................... BA 
Douglas T. McCausland ............ BM 
Matthew B. McClary. .................. BS 
Kyle M. McClary. ......................... BS 
Austin C. McDevitt ..................... BS 
AlexM. McFarland ..................... BA 
Melissa A. McKenney. ................. BS 
Kyla A. Mckinney. ....................... BA 
Jnae S. Mclemore ........................ BS 
Mason T. Mcneill ......................... BS 
Aulegra R. Mcphee ..................... BS 
Ryan T. Melos1 ............................ BS 
Mackenzie D. Merryman ........ BSW 
Erica A. Metheney. ...................... BS 
Doug!as R. Michalak. ................. BS 
Dana E. Milam ........................... BA 
AleahM. Millburg ...................... BA 
Cara R. Miller ............................. BA 
Haley N. Mirabelli ...................... BS 
Brandy L. Mogus ........................ BS 
Arceonul J. Moore ...................... BS 
Barry N. Moore .......................... BS 
Brittney C. Morell ....................... BS 
Alex R. Mortensen ...................... BS 
Julie R. Moutria .......................... BS 
Stephen J. Mruzik ...................... BA 
Gerald D. Munie ........................ BA 
Amina Z. Musa ....................... BSW 
Tyler J. Nahlik ............................ BA 
Ryan T. N amoff. .......... ............... BS 
Kathleen J. Navolio .................... BA 
Dasmine D. Nealy. .......... : .......... BA 
Colton D. Nelson ....................... BS 
Kyleigh E. Nelson ....... .... .. .......... BS 
Han 'froang Kha Nguyen ........... BS 
Michael A. Nourie ...................... BS 
Krista L. Obemuefemann ........... BS 
Amanda M. Obemuefemann ..... BS 
Anna E. Oldham ......................... BS 
Meagan M. Oneill ....................... BS 
Katherine L. Oost ....................... BS 
Andreea S. Orange ..................... BA 
Sarah E. Ostrowslci ..................... BA 
Stephanie N. Palmisano .............. BA 
Raquel A. Pardo-Pfeiffer .... BFl\ BA 
Hanna N. Parks ........................... BS 
Makenzie K. Parks ................... BSW 
James S. Parrill ............................ BA 
Brittany N. Parsons-Roberts ....... BS 
Rupal Patel. ................................ BA 
Jessica N. Patterson .................... BA 
Victoria I. Payne ......................... BA 
Erin-Maria E. Pazderka ............... BS 
Andrew K. Pearson .................... BA 
Laura C. Pearson ......................... BS 
Heather R. Perez ..................... BSW 
Elizabeth C. Perrine .................... BS 
Amanda K. Peterson .................. BA 
Alexis N. Petri ............................. BS 
Rachel K. Pettit ........................... BS 
Martha Pham .............................. BS 
Dylan S. Phelps ........................... BS 
Clark 0. Phillips ......................... BA 
Kristopher W Piechoinski ........... BS 
Claire J. Potthast .......................... BS 
Kathryn J. Powell ....................... BA 
Brittany L. Price ......................... BA 
Jacob C. Prosise ........................... BS 
Jaclyn S. Provence ...................... BA 
Aleesha D. Pruitt ......................... BS 
Sarah A. Raab ............................. BS 
Jill K. Rackers .............................. BS 
Benjamin K. Rardin .................. BM 
Laquisha A. Reeves ..................... BS 
Courtney T. Reiter ....................... BS 
John D. Rekowski ...................... BA 
Christopher M. Rhein ................ BM 
Tyler J. Rice ................................. BS 
Wilkie R. Rice ............................. BS 
Tamara N. Rice ........................... BS 
Heather M. Richardson .............. BA 
Nicholas J. ~ald ................... BS 
Meredith M. Rintz ..................... BA 
Courtney R. Roach .................... BA 
Abbey R. Robb ........................... BS 
Kaitlin C. Roberts ....................... BS 
Alexis L. Roberts ......................... BS 
Kevin W Robinson ..................... BA 
Wesley J. Robinson ..................... BS 
StevenJ. Robinson-Holrnan ....... BS 
Hollie M. Rodriguez ................... BS 
Kelli R. Rogers ........ ..... ... ........... BA 
Graciela Romo ............................ BA 
Kelsey M. Ross ........................... BA 
Rachel L. Roustio ....................... BS 
Sarah L. Roy. ............................... BS 
Angela Saenz .............................. BA 
Nicholas E. Sakinsky. ................... BS 
Hatim M. Salah ........................... BS 
Elina Sapkota .......................... BSW 
Valnor N. Scerri ........................... BS 
Katherine K. Schaefer ................. BA 
Patrick D. Schafer ........................ BS 
Travis C. Schaller ......................... BS 
Stephanie E. Scheibal .................. BA 
Anclrew K. Scheibe ..................... BA 
Emily E. Schertz ......................... BS 
Jesse L. Schmidt .......................... BS 
Elisa R. Schott ............................. BS 
Gina M. Schultz ......................... BA 
Justin S. Schulz ............................ BS 
Laura Schumacher .................... BFA 
Rachel L. Schwarzkopf. .............. BA 
Samantha N. Schweigert ............ BA 
Cara L. Scribner .......................... BS 
Ashley E. Seering ....................... BA 
Kristin D. Seering ....................... BS 
Laken Settles ............................... BS 
Sean R. Severson ......................... BS 
Derian Shaffer ............................. BS 
Kelsey C. Sheedy. ......................... BS 
Ross L. Sherman .......................... BS 
Ritu Shrestha .............................. BS 
Rebecca A. Silvey. ........................ BS 
Victoria D. Sledge ...................... BA 
Alexander J. Sloss ....................... BA 
Karree M. Smiddy. ...................... BS 
Sean G. Smith ............................. BS 
Zachary M. Snyder .................... BM 
Kilian A Sottoriva ...................... BA 
Nancy S. Staples ....................... BLS 
Whitney N. Steele .................... BSW 
Lais Stevens ................................. BS 
Brittany A. Stone ......................... BS 
Gerred M. Strange ....................... BS 
Carly A. Strasen ....................... BSW 
Jacob W Streicher ........................ BS 
Joseph E. Strohmier .................... BS 
Morgan L. Sturgeon ................... BS 
JohriW Sury. ............................... BS 
Joshua D. Sutter .......................... BS 
Kelsey K. Swanson ...................... BS 
Anthony G. Swarringin ............... BS 
Mackenzie R. Swartz .................. BA 
Mateusz S7.CZesny. ........................ BS 
Alyssa A. Tardino ..................... BSW 
Morgan C. Ta.ylor ......................... BS 
Jamie E. Tedford .......................... BS 
Brittany N. Thomas .................... BA 
Courtney P. Thomas ................ ... . BS 
Abagail A Thompson ................ BA 
Samantha D. Thompson .......... BLS 
John L. Thornsbrough ................ BS 
Jeffrey H. Thornton ..................... BS 
Shaelypn D. Tice ..................... BSW 
Douglas M. Timm ...................... BS 
Peter W Trogden-Smith .............. BS 
Dylan M. Troxel. ......................... BS 
Megan M. Turner ........................ BA 
Tamara M. Turner .................... BSW 
Gregory L. Underwood ............ BM 
Tyler J. Drish .............................. BA 
Brennan M. Vahle ....................... BS 
Amanda J. Vahlkamp .................. BA 
Nicholas D. Vanwaes .................. BA 
Amanda C. Varble ....................... BS 
Abriell J. Vaughan ....................... BS 
Courtney L. Vaught-Candage ..... BS 
Allison E. Vaz.quez ....................... BS 
Rico A. Velaz.quez ........................ BS 
Tiffannie N. Vinson ................. BSW 
Richard G. Viskocil ..................... BS 
Karla M. Voss .............................. BS 
ThuyVu ...................................... BS 
Imahn J. Wakefield .................. BSW 
Allison C. Walter ......................... BS 
Robert E. Wann .......................... BS 
Justin C. Wartsbaugh ................... BS 
Emily P. Watkins ...................... BSW 
Corrinne L. Watson ................. BSW 
David I. Watts ............................. BS 
Dustin E Weadon ........................ BS 
Rebekah L. Weedon .................... BS 
Ariel R. Weinman ........................ BS 
Andrew S. West.. ......................... BS 
Hannah N. Westjohn .................. BS 
Jeramy M. White ...................... BFA 
Kathleen White ........................... BS 
Erin N. White ............................. BS 
Laura E. Whitehead .................... BA 
Katrina R. Whitlow. .................... BS 
Ryan T. Wiechmann .................... BS 
Brianna E. Wiegand ................... BA 
Melissa M. Wilcox ....................... BS 
Adam G. Wtlkerson .................... BS 
Drew M. Wtlkie· .......................... BA 
Zachary M. Williams ................... BS 
Sarah R. Willig ............................ BS 
Jennifer S. Wtlson ....................... BA 
Emily C. Wtlson ......................... BA 
Caitlin L. Wtlson ........................ BM 
Abbey B. Wtlson ......................... BS 
Bricie L. Wmkler ......................... BS 
Kevin T. Wolf. ............................. BS 
Amber Wolfe ............................... BS 
Myranda N. Wolff ....................... BS 
Darwyn A. Woodhouse .............. BA 
Doria R. Wormbly. ...................... BS 
Ryan T. Worsham ........................ BS 
Allison R. Wrage ......................... BS 
Lindsay S. Wrap .......................... BS 
Kyara I. Wright. ........................... BS 
Joseph D. Wynn .......................... BA 
Mark S. Yelovich .......................... BS 
Colin L. York ............................... BS 
Joseph M. Young ........................ BA 
Mariah N. Young ........................ BA 
Rachel C. Young .......................... BS 
Gabriela E. Zamfir ....................... BS 
Eduardo M. Zepeda .................... BS 
Zibin Zhang ................................ BS 
Taylor R. Zimmerman ................ BA 
School off usiness 
Graduate degrees 
Kimberly A. Abbott ............... MBA 
Ahmed B. Abulkhair .............. MBA 
Haleigh R. Albers ... .... .............. MS 
Leo D . Barczewski ... .... .... .... ..... MS 
Ece Bolat ................................ MBA 
David B. Briesacher ................ MBA 
Michael A. Burns ... ................ MBA 
Benjamin A. Chandler ............ MBA 
Eric J. Donnellan .................... MSA 
Carlton L. Duckworth ........... MBA 
Maryann Freyman ................. .MBA 
Andrea N. Fritz .... .................. MBA 
Claire M. Fulk ....... ... ........... ... MBA 
Kelly M. Graham ................... MBA 
Lauren M. Halde ...... ............. MBA 
Benjamin D. Herndon ...... ....... . MS 
Sarah R. Hutchison ............. ... MSA 
CodyJ. Jenkins .......................... MS 
Lesli L. Kline .......................... MSA 
Ashley M. Kohnen .................. MSA 
Neil A. Kramper ..................... MSA 
Louis K. Lazarides ................. MSA 
Andrea L. Margaritis .............. MSA 
Megan R. Middendorf. .......... MSA 
Tyler J. Miller ............................. MS 
Benjamin J. Morris ................. MBA 
Brian R. Murphy. ..... .... ... ... .. .. MBA 
Rebecca L. Nesbit.. ................ MBA 
Kyle M. Rhoads ..................... MBA 
Justin T. Rozum ..................... MBA 
Kyle R. Sauerwein ..................... MS 
Danielle Schmidbauer ............. MSA 
Ariana K. Schneider ............... MBA 
Priya Sinha ................................ MS 
Eric M. Smith ..... .. ... ... .... .. .. .. . MBA 
Keith M. Stewart ....... ..... ........ MBA 
Abby J. Tonkin ....................... MSA 
Cathy A. Tornaritis .... .... .. .. ..... MSA 
Oran D. Underwood ............ .MBA 
Kathryn D. Walber ................. MBA 
Mark J. Webster ......................... MS 
Nicole M. Wenzel... ................ MBA 
Chelsey L. Widdop ................. MSA 
Kevin P. Williams ................... MBA 
Andrea L. Yates ....................... MSA 
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School of J3usiness 
Undergraduate degrees 
Kevin C. Abington ..................... BS 
Eric R. Allard ............................. BS 
Sarah E. Anderson ..................... BS 
John J. Geiser ........................... BSA 
John A. Gensert ....................... BSA 
Kenneth J. Giacobbe .................. BS 
Kelsey M. Laminack ................... BS 
Casey B. Lane ............................. BS 
Jessica N. Lanham ...................... BS 
Jordan D. Sahuri ...................... BSA 
Juan D. Santana ....................... BSA 
Nicole R. Saunders .................... BS 
Brice A. Annstrong .................... BS 
Shelby L. Arnold ........................ BS 
Max R. Ashford .......................... BS 
Kelsey K. Augustine ................... BS 
Mariah R. Baltzell .................... BSA 
Gregory J. Bamert ................... BSA 
Darshan V. Bavda .............. BSA, BS 
Tyler C. Becker ............................ BS 
Anthony M. Behrends ................ BS 
Debra A. Belobraydich ............... BS 
Vincent J. Bethel.. ...................... BS 
Samuel L. Bickel.. ....................... BS 
Kimberly A. Black ................... BSA 
Jay B. Boyles ............................... BS 
Daniel S. Brandenburg ............... BS 
Kathryn M. Brasel.. ................. BSA 
Christopher S. Breunig ............ BSA 
Danica M. Brock ........................ BS 
Malcolm D. Brown .................... BS 
Andrew J. Brummett .................. BS 
Samuel L. Bryan ...................... BSA 
Zackary R. Buckley. .................... BS 
Lindsay A. Budde ....................... BS 
Alex D. Buehne .......................... BS 
Aaron P. Burke ............................ BS 
Matthew A. Cable ...................... BS 
Julia L. Carr ................................ BS 
Zachary A. Carter ....................... BS 
Breanna N. Clark ..................... ... BS 
Jason A. Clark. ........................... BS 
Renata M. Clay. .......................... BS 
Birhame Y. Colley. ...................... BS 
Savannah L. Connaway. .......... BSA 
Kendell M. Cook ........................ BS 
Julianne C. Coonley. ... ................ BS 
Carrie L. Cope ................. ...... .... BS 
Ronald T. Cote ......... .. ................ BS 
Christopher P. Gillespie .............. BS 
Morgan A. Going .... ................... BS 
Jessica L. Gordon ....................... BS 
Robert M. Graebe ...................... BS 
Aaron M. Gregson ................... BSA 
Jacob L. Grimes ....................... BSA 
Taylor M. Gucciardo ................ BSA 
Timothy L. Hall ...................... BSA 
Michael T. Halloran .................... BS 
Ryan W. Hallows ........................ BS 
Christopher J. Harrison ............. BS 
Clarinda D. Harting ................... BS 
Despina A. Hartley. ............. BS, BS 
Aaron Haubrich ......................... BS 
Chelsea A. Hayden .................. BSA 
Corey J. Hemann ....................... BS 
Samuel M. Hermes .................... BS 
Kiley E. Herrmann ..................... BS 
Jesse D. Hite .............................. BS 
Christian R. Hoffman ................ BS 
Lindsey Hoffmeister ................ BSA 
Lisa M. Holsapple ................... BSA 
Kirsti M. Hoopmgamer ............. BS 
Kyle R. Howcfeshell ................... BS 
Alexander L. Howell ............... BSA 
Mallord C. Hubbard .................. BS 
Lauren C. Hunt.. ....................... BS 
Thomas E. Huson ........... ........... BS 
Jennifer E. Jackson ................... BSA 
Kelsey L. Jacobs ....................... BSA 
Jason V. Jarden ........................... BS 
Hannah M. Jelm ..... ................... BS 
Ashley M. Jenkins ....................... BS 
Richard P. Johnson ..................... BS 
Kyl<: M. Johnson ...................... BSA 
Christopher J. Jones .. ~ ............. ... BS 
Lamar A. Jones ......... ................. BS 
Tyler J. Lapolice .......................... BS 
Norman C. Larsen ..................... BS 
Matthew D. Larson .................... BS 
Justin K. Lawson ..................... BSA 
Ryan N. Lazaroff ........................ BS 
Jaycie J. Leathers ........................ BS 
Hannah M. Lee ................. ......... BS 
Jordan E. Lee ........................... BSA 
Kayla M. Lenhardt.. ................... BS 
Kory A. Liefer ............................. BS 
Nicholas A. Lindenmeyer ........... BS 
Jillian L. Low. ............................. BS 
Lauren M. Luebbers ......... BSA, BS 
Courtney R. Lynch .................... BS 
Levi A. Malm ............................. BS 
Tony J. Mantia ............................ BS 
Chelsie N. Markus ...................... BS 
Sarah E. Martin ....................... BSA 
Michael A. Mathews ................... BS 
Douglas W. Matthews ............. BSA 
Grant A. McClintock ............... BSA 
Jessica L. Mcelroy. ............ .......... BS 
Angela R. Meacham ................ BSA 
Nickolas E Mehner ..................... BS 
Michael Z. Messer ...................... BS 
Dillon G. Meyer ....................... BSA 
Shane R. Meyer ....................... BSA 
Brandon C. Michalke ................. BS 
Nolan D. Middendorf ....... BSA, BS 
Craig E. Miles ........ .................... BS 
Matthew A. Miller ...................... BS 
Sean D. Miller .......................... BSA 
Jeremy N. Mintun ...................... BS 
Nicole E. Mollet ......................... BS 
David J. Monroe ........................ BS 
Clayton T. Murphy. .............. .. .. BSA 
Thaddeus T. Nessel.. ................... BS 
Robert W. Schlegel.. ................... BS 
Madelyn Schluter ........................ BS 
Joseph Schmid ............................ BS 
Keith A. Schmidt.. ...................... BS 
Jason M. Scott ............................ BS 
John E Shaw. ......... ........ ............. BS 
Cameron S. Sheraden ................. BS 
Joseph M. Sintzel... .................... BS 
Joseph R. Skerrett ...................... BS 
Matthew B. Slightom ................. BS 
Michael T. Sloger ........................ BS 
Douglas L. Slunaker ................ BSA 
Micheal J. Smallwood .............. BSA 
Andrew J. Smith ........................ BS 
Leslie N. Smith .......................... BS 
Emily L. Speight.. ...................... BS 
John 0. Spengler ........................ BS 
Sam Stanfey. ............................... BS 
Bryce D. Starkey. ........................ BS 
Melanie L. Stegeman ............... BSA 
Andrew J. Steinberg ................... BS 
Shara L. Stevens ...................... BSA 
Cody V. Stewart ......................... BS 
Brandon M. Stewart ................ BSA 
Darci A. Strohmeier ................. BSA 
Brenda M. Stroot ....................... BS 
Grant A. Summers .................. BSA 
Mark T. Teepe .......................... BSA 
Allison J. Thome ........................ BS 
Austin L. Torres ....... ................... BS 
Wesley S. Turner ......................... BS 
Justin C. Vernier ......................... BS 
Jonathan J. Vinlove .................... BS 
Emily N. Vokes .......................... BS 
Chelsea R. Wade ................... ...... BS 
William E. Couri ........................ B 
Colleen V. Cramsey. ................. BSA 
David J. Crockett ....... .. ... .. ..... .. BSA 
Sarah M. Cunningham ............... BS 
Bryan M. Dagley. .................. .... .. BS 
Jason A. Daniels ...................... BSA 
Kristopher J. Denton ................. BS 
Dallis J. DeZeeuw. ..................... BS 
Devin W. Dietrich ...................... BS 
Shelby G. Dittmar ...................... BS 
Gerald J. Dmochowski ............... BS 
Ryan N. Duncan ........................ BS 
Micah A. Duncan .................... BSA 
Lora B. Dust ............................ BSA 
Alex D. Edwards ........................ BS 
AshleY' M. Elder .......................... BS 
Sarah M. Ellis ............................. BS 
Kevin M. Erspamer .................... BS 
Brittni N. Fleming ................... BSA 
Kristen M. Fontenot .................. BS 
Maeve M. Juenger ............. BSA, BS 
Lauren Kabbes ........................... BS 
Eric A. Kaminsky. ......... ........... BSA 
Blair E. Keller ...... ... .... .. .............. BS 
Kiera E. Kennedy. ....... .............. .. BS 
Tiffany A. Kirchner .................. BSA 
Joseph R. Klees .................... , ..... BS 
Troy G. Klunick ....... .' ............... BSA 
Forrest A. Knight ....................... BS 
Emilio C. Kogler ........................ BS 
Rion J. Kolos1eke ....................... BS 
Christopher G. Konze ................ BS 
Jessica L. Koonce ....................... BS 
James A. Koonce ........................ BS 
Brittany Kronable ....................... BS 
Christian Kuethe ........................ BS 
Nicholas R. Kuhn ...................... BS 
Tyler M. Kunkelmann .............. BSA 
Drake Kutkat .............................. BS 
Rachael M. Lacroix .................... BS 
T, ler M. Nevois .......................... BS 
goan T. Nguyen ....................... BS 
Corey J. Niemeyer ... .... ..... ... .. ... .. BS 
Coleton S. Nietikirk ........ .. ......... BS 
Justin D . Panapinto .. .... .... .. ........ BS 
Asiah S. Partee ............................ BS 
Tyler S. Perjak ............................. BS 
Brock A. Pfeiffer ......................... BS 
Allison R. Pollard ..................... BSA 
Sarah M. Powers ...................... BSA 
Sara-Jane R. Ransick .................. BS 
Jonathan E Reed ........................ BS 
Grant E. Rhodes ...................... BSA 
Lauren P. Ring ........................... BS 
Charles R. Roberts ..................... BS 
Jonathan B. Roberts ................ BSA 
Ryan A. Rosiak ................. BSA, BS 
Britney S. Rowden ..................... BS 
Daniel D. Rowlen ...................... BS 
Brent P. Rubin ......................... BSA 
Jeffrey C. Wade ........................... BS 
Kaitlynn . Walker ..................... BS 
Linda M. Wallace .. .. ...... ... .... ... . BSA 
Levonn M. Wamer ..................... BS 
Kevin D. Warren .................... .... BS 
Bryson M. Weaver ...................... BS 
Candace L. Weber ...................... BS 
Misha M. Weed .......................... BS 
Andrew J. Welle .......................... BS 
Taylor J. Wells .......................... BSA 
Joshua A. Westfall ....................... BS 
Sarah M. Whitman ..................... BS 
Christopher M. Wilson .............. BS 
Joseph E. Wojdyla ...................... BS 
Abbey K. Woods ........................ BS 
Gordon C. Wright ...................... BS 
Grant M. Wynia ......................... BS 
Kaleb D. Wynn ........................... BS 
Scott E. 'Irue .............................. BS 
School of Iducation 
Graduate degrees 
Kaitlin M. Adams ...................... MS Erika R. Britton ................... MSED Dyshunda M. Curtis ............... MAT Tiffany L. Dvorak ..................... MS 
Nichole R. Alexander ........... MSED Kimberly S. Bugger ............. MSED Kristina N. Dallas ................ MSED Nikita M. Egelhoff .............. MSED 
Jermaine Bean ........................... MS Shannon C. Centrelli ................. MS Brett L. Darr ........................ MSED Julienne K. Eikmann ................. MS 
Chrystal S. Bemaix .............. MSED Anthony J. Ciccarelli .............. MAT Tatum J. Darr ....................... MSED Meredith W. Flahan .................. MS 
Laura A. Bevis ........................ MAT Jasmine R. Coleman ............ MSED Micah S. Day. ...................... MSED Katherine M. Flynn ............. MSED 
Stephanie L. Biondi ............. MSED 
Christopher B. Bittle ................. MS 
Tustin J. Cooper ....................... MA Julia A. Delaney. .................. MSED 
Dennis L. Cramsey. ................ EDD Carla E. Dodd ........................... MS 
Alexandria P. Foott ............. MSED 
Michael P. Franczyk. .............. .MAT 
Nathan A. Blasa ...................... EDS Anna E. Croghan ...................... MA Julie M. Dorencz ....................... SD Lori L. Franke-Hopkins ......... EDD 
Ryan M. Bristol... ...................... SD Colby P. Crook .................... MSED John H. Dozier ........................ EDS Victoria K. Fricke ................ MSED 
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School of =:Education 
Graduate degrees 
Brandi L. Fulk .......................... MA Dana E Jones ....................... MSED Craig R. Ohlau .................... MSED Rachelle L. Shaw. ...................... MS 
Theodore H. Gansmann ........... MS Katie D. Jones ..................... MSED Amanda M. Pagel... ................... MS Michael P. Shelton .................. EDD 
Stephanie R. Gass ..................... MS 
Erin R. Geringer .................. MSED 
Christine M. Gerstenecker ... MSED 
Jonate C. Gova.11 .................. MSED 
Kayla D. Graham ...................... MS 
Angel M. Gunther ...................... SD 
Lacey P. Hall ........................ : ..... MS 
Lindsay M. Harris ..................... MS 
Krysten N. Heitz ................. MSED 
Ashley A. Hemrich ................... MA 
Carrie L. Heyen ........................ MA 
Kenshin Hitengoku ................ MAT 
Sophia M. Hizon ...................... MS 
Carly Hohenboken .................... MS 
Elena M. Holler ......................... MS 
Alexandria J. Holmes ................ MS 
Jessica L. Holtgrewe-............ MSED 
Deserea Howard ....................... MS 
Kathryn R. Howell .............. MSED 
Shannon L. Hudson ................. MS 
Shelby L. Huls .......................... MS 
Ashley A. Buster .................. MSED 
Joseph G. Kaminski ............. MSED 
Monica L. Kempland ................ MS 
Ryan J. Ketchum ..................... EDS 
Roger D. Kirk ..................... MSED 
Katie M. Kufahl.. ...................... MA 
Monica A. Laurent .................. EDS 
Kari M. Legg ............................. MS 
PamelaM. Leonard-Kukorola .. EDD 
MacKenzie Lil.co ........................ MS 
Crystal R. Lingley. ............... MSED 
Brittany M. Lowell .................... MS 
J a.mes J. Loyet ......................... EDS 
Lois A. Luthy. ......................... EDS 
Patricia E. MacArtney. ............... MS 
Miranda R. Machula .................. SD 
Samantha A. Martin ................. MA 
Kelsey S. Martin ........................ MS 
Allison A. Mauser ................... MAT 
Megan C. McGinn ..................... SD 
Thomas J. Menard .................. MAT 
Tess Menzies ............................. MA 
Tahlia L. Merkle ........ ... ............. MS 
Lauren R. Merz ......................... MS 
Katherine J. Parsons ............. MSED 
Tanya E. Patton ...................... EDD 
John S. Pearson ...................... EDD 
Lalaine C. Pellman .................. EDS 
Darcy E. Phillips ........................ MS 
Emily J. Plattner ........................ MS 
Rachel E. Poettker ................ MSED 
Shannon D. Pritchctt ................ MS 
Edward M. Purdy. ..................... MS 
Jodie L. Pyatt ............................ MA 
Candace A. Ramey. ................. EDS 
Kim L. Ray. ............................. EDS 
Alexis R. Reid ............................ SD 
Kyle M. Reinhold ................ MSED 
Beth A. Renth ........................ EDD 
Timothy L. Rhodes ................... MS 
Andrew J. Ribbing .............. MSED 
Nicole R. Ritzheimer ................ MS 
Jessica L. Rothe ......................... MS 
Michael A. Ruggless ............ MSED 
Victoria E. Russell ..................... MS 
Mary S. Ryan ............................. MS 
Cornelia A. Smith .................. EDD 
Alyssa M. Smith ...................... EDS 
Kirsten E. Smith ....................... MA 
Erin K. Smith ......................... MAT 
Bradley G. Snow. ..................... EDS 
Nicholas D. Spaeth ................ MAT 
Gary L. Spiller ......................... EDS 
Nancy C. Spina ...................... EDD 
Hillary Stanifer ....................... EDD 
Paula C. Sterling .................. MSED 
Megan L. Steward ............... MSED 
Honora S. Swift ......................... SD 
Chelsie A. Tepen ....................... MS 
Tara N. Thiems ......................... MS 
Gina R. Thomas ........................ MS 
Ashley K. Thompson .......... MSED 
Sarah M. Tigo ........................... MS 
Alexis N. Torres ......................... MS 
Lawrence Tourijigian ............. EDD 
Jami A. Trusty. .................... MSED 
Amy L. Venhaus .................. MSED 
Rex M. Waddell ................... MSED 
Cassandra L. Buster ............ MSED 
Keith S. Jany. ....................... MSED 
Michael Jeffrey. .......................... MS 
Silvia K. Jeliazkova .................... MS 
DeMario L. Johnson ................. MS 
Sarah K. Jones ........................ MAT 
Kenneth R. Jones ...................... MS 
Nancy J. Mitzel... .................... EDS 
Holly N. Morris ........................ MA 
An1anda M. Murphey. ........ MSED 
Jeannine A. Myer .................... MAT 
Crystal R. Nesbit ................. MSED 
Hayley K. Nichols ..................... MS 
Alexis N. Nwankwo ............ MSED 
Catrina H. Salama .................... MA 
Kimberly N. Schaefer ................ MS 
Lindsey R. Schaffner ............ MSED 
Rhonda L. Schalk ................ MSED 
Kelly L. Schlueter .................... EDS 
Jaclyn E. Schrand .................. .MAT 
Elizabeth M. Schroeder .......... MAT 
Tara R. Wells .......................... EDD 
Deborah J. White ................ MSED 
David M. Wiant ........................ MS 
Cynthia D. Wtlliams ............ MSED 
Oliver D. Wiseman ................... MS 
Kaylin L. Woelfel... .............. MSED 
Caitlyn R. Wood .................... MAT 
Kelsey S. Jones .......................... MS Nora C. O' Leary. ...................... MS Denell 0. Scott .................... MSED Amanda J. Woodrow. .......... MSED 
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!lf'«!tt~2'1 BRI G IN THIS COUPON TO GET-------. 
It's a// about good taste. 
COME SEE WHY OUR HOT•GRILLED SUBS ARE #1 FAMOUS 
FOR "BEST TASTE" ALONG WITH OUR FRESH CUT FRIES AND 
FRESH HAND.SQUEEZED LEMONADE 
CALL YOUR ORDER IN AHEAD OF TIME AND SIMPLY PICK IT UP! 
10% DISCOUNT TO All 
SIDE STUDENTS, FACULTY, 
AND THEIR FAMlllES 
WITH VAllD ID 
AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
EDWARDSVILLE (618) 656-0777 
FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS (618) 632•7366 
COLLINSVILLE (618) 344--3400 
BELLEVILLE (618) 277-7786 
1• 
-
CHECK OUR WEB SITE AND REGISTER TO RECEIVE 
MONTHLY ANNOUNCEMENTS AND VALUES! 
any purchase of $20 or more ONLY VALID TILL 6/8114 
Visit www.gHks.com to 
find your nearest location 
'"tT p 
MANAGEMENT 
www.enclaveinfo.com • www.enclavewestinfo.com 
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MUSEUM I From pg.2 
College of Arts and Sciences Dean 
Aldemaro Romero: "The museum re-
ports to the college" 
f'1 llm\cr~in .\luscum\ stltcd gmls in-
dude tT\ ing th<.: re\t·,m:n ,\lld educ 1tion.1I 
need, of the Z:1npLb communin; as well .1., the 
grc.1tcr commlmit) outside the campus. 
In ca.riv rcbruan, Furst-Bowe charged 
the pm ·ost \Yith tindi~g out which SIUE dc-
parm1cnts were using the University Museum 
and for what purpmes. 
"I think that's reallv what we need to 
focus on - how is the museum actually being 
used to support the classes that we teach and 
the academic programs?" Furst-Bowe said. 
The provost spoke with Art and Design 
Chairwoman Barbara Nwacha, Historical 
Studies Chairwoman Carole Frick, Anthropol-
ogy Chairwoman J e1mifer Rehg and the 
School of Education, according to Furst-
Bowe. 
Romero said the department chair-
women called him to say the provost was ask-
ing questions about the museum. Being 
excluded from this discussion worried him be-
cause "these chairs arc in my college, and the 
museum reports to the college." 
"It is not the best management practice 
to contact people without contacting the su-
pervisor of those people," Romero said. 
In a Feb. 4 email to the provost, Furst-
Bowe \\Tote, "no need to include Al on the 
calls - he is ,Kting like it 1s l11S personal mu-
semn." 
Furst-Bowe s.1id in an intcn·iew that 
RonlL'To w.1s not a part of the discussion be-
cause m,c ofd1,· lJniYcrsin· .\lu cum is not iso-
lated to d1e College of Ai-rs .md Sciences. 
"If you comp.ire it to d1c libral), it isn't as 
though one college or school is using it. I 
charged the prornst wid1 finding out son of 
how the museum was being used in d1c cur-
rintlw11 d1i.nking it would go beyond the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences, and it docs 1s what 
\\~'re finding out," Furst-Bm,c said. "l don't 
think there was am· intent to lca\'C him out of 
the process, but just thinking if it goes beyond 
the College of Ans ,md Sciences, it might be 
something that d1e proYost should be looking 
into." 
Furst-Bowe said she did not sec am· issue 
in contacting the department chairs \Vid1out 
first contacting Romero. 
"The pro~ost certainly has a right to con-
tact a depai-rment chair and sa)\ 'We're looking 
at hov,· we might best staff the museum. How 
are you using the museum in your classes?' I 
don't know d1at we need to spend two admin-
istrators' time," Furst-Bowe said 
Despite reterring to Romero as "Mr. 
Open and Transparent'' in an email after he re-
ported the provost for making calls to the 
chairs, Furst-Bowe said she and Romero have 
"a good working relationship." 
''We've traveled to Cuba together. rm a 
great supporter of the work that he's doing in 
CAS. I guess my only comment would be he's 
got a very big college, you know, hundreds of 
faculty, thousands of students. Communica-
tion isn't always perfect," Furst-Bowe said. 
"Sometimes rumors start. I think he really tries 
to communicate, but I think sometimes with 
the hundreds of faculty and thousands of stu-
dents, it gets to be a challenge." 
Furst-Bowe wrote in a March 4 email to 
Romero that "the museum fiasco" originated 
in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Romero said the college did not initiate 
the petition on Change.org. 
'That was a student, actually, who posted 
that," Romero said. "From there, it spread 
around." 
The student who started the petition is 
Carrie Smith, who works as a graduate assis-
tant in the University Museum. She declined 
to comment. 
Romero declined to comment on his 
working relationship with the chancellor. 
''I am focused on the future, on getting 
all these people together [in the advisory com-
mittee], hiring the new people, raising money 
for the museum," Romero said. "I really want 
to concentrate on the future." 
Looking back, planning ahead: "Not just 
some kind of warehouse" 
Though she said in a Feb. 3 email regard-
ing the museum, "in1proving or even main-
taining the current situation just isn't one of 
our priorities," Furst-Bowe said in a recent in-
terview that she wmtld like to in1prove the 
Universin• Museum. 
'Tm· [the] kind of person [ who likes] to 
leave a situation better than when I started," 
Furst-Bowe said. "I woltld like to see us make 
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The racks that hold a portion of the more than 50,000-piece Univeristy Museum collection stretch almost the length of the building. 
I Photo via the c hange.erg petit ion titled "Stop the closing of the Southern Illinois University of Edwardsville's University Museum" 
some imprm·cments. It's kind of been simng 
d1crc the\\ ay it\ been sitting for a long time." 
Furst-Bmve said she has learned quite .1 
tc'-' things d1rough this experience. 
She said she realized "that it', not just 
some kind of ,l warehouse out there with all 
kinds of stuff that nobodv c.ires about, which 
in all honest); was probably my initial impres-
sion. I just never heard much about it." 
Furst-Bowe said knowing that there arc 
supporters of the museum is "actually kind of 
nice." 
"lt's glxxi to know that if vve arc ~e1ious 
about finding out what we've got and imprm -
ing the siniation out d1erc d1at we're going to 
have a lot of people, fr,mkl); on campus and in 
the communit)· d1at would be willing to roll 
up the.ir sleeves and help," Furst-Bowe said. 
"That's the impression I got." 
In a Jan. 30 email, Furst-Rowe wrote th;1t 
the aJministration\ stated priorities include 
"enrollment, retention, online, gr,mts, 
fundraising, etc." She said in a recent interview 
that the University Muselm1 might be helpful 
in the grants and fi.mdrai.si.ng 
areas, but not helpful for 
something like recruitment. 
"I don't know if the av-
erage undergraduate would 
care a whole lot about it. 
Maybe. Maybe a student 
that was interested in art or 
art history or history," Furst-
of home for the collection, I dm1k we would 
lu\'c to know wh.1t exactly \\·c want to keep," 
Furst-Bowe said, 
Romero said there !us been discmsion 
for some ttmc about incorpor.1ting a specific 
building on campu, in which to display ob-
jects from the museum, but "it hasn't been a 
priori():'' r\·cn for Romero, he said there .ire 
other a!,pects < >f the museum he wmtld rather 
focus on than adding a building. 
"Right nm\; I dunk priori()· 1 1o. 1 for us 
is to have a full staff for d1c museum because 
without people, that's not going to work," 
Romero said.'\ 'o. 2 is to be able to finish the 
cataJobruing of all the pieces of the museum 
and make dut information an<l the pictorial 
aspect of d1at available through d1c Internet, 
so people can ,·isit d1e muscwn virniallr" 
Romero said c,uloguing of d1c collection 
is about h.ili\vay completed. He said because 
the campus is the musew , having informa-
tion available on nc is going to be useful in 
helping people locate pieces of d1c collection 
tlu·oughout tl1e campus. 
"I'm not crazy .1bout nccess,uily h,1ving a 
building for it. I d1ink we've been helped also 
by tl1e fact d1at, wid1 the exp,rnsion of the Art 
,md Design Building, now we have ,m art 
gallcr~ there. We have a place for exhibit~," 
Romero s:iid "It ,,·ould be nice to ha\ c a 
building, but I \\'ouldn 't put it at the top right 
110\\ of pri< >ritics, especially in d1is fisc,1! cm i-
ronmcnr." 
Furst-Bowe said d1c future ofd1c univcr-
sit)' Museum will depend upon rcconm1cnda-
tions from tl1e director. 
"To jmt keep adding and adding thing~ 
when you don't reallv have staff to t.lkc care of 
them,· when you don't really know who's 
using tl1crn, ht)W tl1ey're being used, d1at isn't 
d1e best wav to do business cid1e1; so we really 
need somc<;nc to come in and tell us what we 
have and how it can best be used," Furst-Bowe 
said. 
Lexi Cortes can be reached at 
acortes@Olestlelive.com or 650-3525. 
AN R 
THE SUMMER? 
Bowe said. ''I think probably 
more for graduate students, 
especially those who are ac-
tually in the museum studies 
program, that might be ap-
We are looking for healthy men and women to 
participate in clinical research studies 
pealing because my under-
standing is that graduate 
students can go there and I 
don't know if they are just 
like student-employees or if 
they're interns, but they can 
actually go there and get 
some hands-on experience 
working with the artifacts." 
Furst-Bowe said the 
University Museum itself 
might not be in1pressive to 
potential students, but the 
art displayed around campus 
is. 
''I definitely think the 
campus itself is very attrac-
tive to new students. I know 
when I came here for my job 
interview; I thought, 'Wow. 
This is a beautiful campus,' 
and the art was definitely a 
part of that," Furst-Bowe 
said. "But to actually show 
perspective students the mu-
seum, I don't think that 
would be a real selling tool 
at this point." 
Furst-Bowe said cata-
loguing and possibly "weed-
ing" the collection is the ne>,.1: 
most necessary step for the 
musewn. 
''If we ever hope tO 
have a more permanent type 
0 
You wlll be compen ated 
upon compl tlon 
of the stud 
- -
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Long's college career not 'all peaches and cream' 
CAITLIN GROVE 
Alestle Reporter 
Shortly after being nominated 
to give a speech at his commence-
ment ceremony, Jonathan Long 
watched President Obama give his 
State of the Union speech and be-
came inspired. 
"I listened to it, and he had a 
few lines, quotes in there where he 
mentioned opportunit);" Long 
said. "It struck me because it 
seemed really transferable to getting 
a college education. Access to op-
portunity is everything for college-
aged students who are not only 
starting college, but also those who 
are graduating and about to start 
this whole other chapter." 
Long, of East St. Louis, is 
graduating with a master's of art in 
sociology. Long had originally cho-
sen psychology as his major as an 
undergrad, but he soon realized a 
lot of the ideas he had fell more into 
the category of sociolqgy. 
''When I switched over to the 
major, it just clicked right off the 
bat," Long said. '1 kind of got ac-
climated with the information and, 
from there, graduated with a bach-
elor's degree in December of 
2011." 
According to Long, following 
graduation, he decided to continue 
his education and obtain a master's 
degree in the field. He was then 
able to get an assistantship working 
in the Career Development Center. 
''When I got into grad school, 
I didn't know how I was going to 
pay for it," Long said. "I was al-
ways told by my mentors, Dr. 
Howard Rambsy specifically, to 
find something to do, some way 
that I can pay for school while I'm 
in it. Especially when you are get-
ting a graduate or professional de-
gree, there are a lot of programs 
that help you to pay for it, assistant-
ships being one." 
Long said his role at the Ca-
reer Development Center is a re-
sume cow1selor where he assists 
students in development or critique 
of reswnes. He also gives various 
presentations across campus to staff 
and students for different classes or 
organizations in addition to helping 
with the preparation of events such 
as the career fair and mock net-
working days. 
Long contributes to the Ca-
reer Development Center by serv-
ing as a resume cow1sclor, assisting 
students in the development or cri-
tiquing of their resume. 
According to Long, the Career 
Development Center has helped 
him develop into the person he is 
today. 
'The career center has helped 
me in a professional manner as far 
as being able to understand what I 
would need to do to enter the work 
world and excel," Long said. 
There are many other accom-
plishments Long has achieved 
while in school of which he is 
proud. 
"My first accomplishment that 
I thought was really nice, mostly 
because my parents thanked me for 
it, was my first real job as a resident 
assistant in Evergreen Hall," Long 
said. "This was during my under-
grad, and I was part of the first class 
of RAs in that hall. I guess you 
could consider me the first African 
Junior biology major Alissa Anthony, of Naperville , receives advisement from graduate sociology student Jonathan 
Long, of East St. Louis, In the Career Development Center. I Photo by Christian Lee/ Alestle 
American resident assistant there." 
Following this, Long said he 
achieved another one of his highest 
accomplishments by becoming ini-
tiated into a fraternity on campus. 
"I became initiated into Alpha 
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Incorporated, 
which I feel is the greatest fraternity 
in the world," Long said. "In the 
chapter, I won a few national 
awards and became president in 
2011, my senior year." 
Long said, in regards to his 
speech, he received an email one 
day saying he had been nominated 
and decided he should apply be-
cause he felt it was a once in a life-
time opportunity. 
'Tvc titled my speech 'A Foun-
dation for Opportunity,' and I de-
cided to talk about basically how I 
got into college, how I'm exiting 
now and kind of the vacillation of 
it because it wasn't all peaches and 
cream," Long said. 'That's a good 
thing because I feel like it shows 
character, progression and 
willpower." 
Long said another big part of 
his speech pays homage and thanks 
people who helped him along the 
way. 
The first influential person 
Long said he was fortunate enough 
to meet was now retired academic 
advisor, Jessie Harris, who went to 
the same church as Long and told 
him about SIUE. 
"I was one who didn't really 
think he could make it in college 
and didn't want to go," Long said. 
"Jessie Harris was at the university 
at the time, and when I applied 
kind of late and didn't get in, he 
took it upon himself to appeal it. 
He appealed and got me inside, 
and from there, I stuck with it." 
Read more about Jonathan Long at 
alesttelive.com. 
Francis has chemistry with classmates, professors 
Senior chemlshy major Victoria _Francis, of Swansea, shares what she plans -to 
say during her commencement speech: 'I really wanted to make my Hme here 
memorable and special, and I wanted to have a message to my fellow class-
mates, because I think we achieved something great by graduattng, and we 
have such an oppportunlty to go out Into the world and make a difference.' 
, ' I Photo by Christian lee/ Alestle 
BEN OSTERMEIER 
Alestle Online Editor 
She might appear intimidat-
ing standing alongside bigwigs 
like the chancellor and SIU Pres-
ident in a YouTube video of her 
cutting the ribbon to dedicate 
the new Science Building West 
last November. Yet, senior 
chemistry major Victoria Fran-
cis, of Swansea, is far humbler 
and approachable in person. 
Francis said she even had 
trouble cutting the ribbon, 
which you can't sec in the video. 
Her boyfriend, chemistry 
graduate student Rashad Aalaei, 
of Charleston, Ill., said all the 
faculty in the chemistry depart-
ment know her, most love her 
and none of mem have ever had 
a bad experience witl1 her. Aalaci 
said Francis has even formed 
friend.ships wim staff outside the 
department, including the jani-
tors and the previous building 
engineer. 
"She's very close with them, 
and they all know each other, 
obviously, on a first name basis. 
She always asks how their fami-
lies are doing and is overall very 
caring to us all," Aalaei said. 
Francis will take tl1is caring 
attitude to the graduating stu-
dents this year as one of the 
commencement speakers, giving 
them a last word of encourage-
ment as a fellow student. Francis 
said mis is a rare opportunity to 
communicate with her class-
mates on a massive scale. 
"I really wanted to m ake my 
t ime here m emorable and spe-
cial, and I wanted to have a mes-
sage to my fellow classm ates, 
because I thin we achi e 
someming great by graduating, 
and we have such an opportu-
nity to go out into the world 
and make a difference," Francis 
said. 
Aalaei said it will also be 
good to have a representative 
from the chemistry department 
who is relatablc, which might 
not be what some students ex-
pect from a chemistry student. 
Francis' best friend, fellow 
chemistry senior Julie Moutria, 
of Granite City, said Francis' en-
couragement extends into the 
classroom. 
"Everybody looks up to 
Victoria and feels like they can 
ask her for help," Moutria said. 
"It's pretty cool to have that one 
person in your class that stands 
out, that one person that you 
can go to to talk to about stuff, 
not just about class but about 
life stuff." 
In addition to being chosen 
as the one student to dedicate 
the new science building, Fran-
cis' accomplishments at SIUE 
include working in the research 
lab and me chemistry stockroom 
and winning a number of 
awards, such as me Outstanding 
Junior and Senior awards for the 
chemistry department and the 
Physical Chemistry Student of 
the Year award. 
She is currently applying to 
medical school. 
Chemistry professor N ahid 
Shabestary is one faculty mem-
ber Francis has impressed. 
Shabestary said Francis is a not 
only hard working and moti-
vated, but she is intelligent as 
well, allowing her to succeed ac-
ad micallr Shabestary also 
spoke to Francis' kindness. 
"She respects everybody, 
and everybody respects her," 
Shabestary said. 
Yet, Francis has struggles 
just like other students. For in-
stance, Francis said she cannot 
remember how many times she 
has locked her keys in the re-
search lab and had to find an-
other lab worker or the lab 
manager to get into lab. 
"You can sec through the 
door [to] the bench top, and I'll 
leave my keys on the benchtop 
and walk out and come back to 
open the door, and I just look 
through and there's my keys on 
the other side of the door," 
Francis said. 
In the lab, Francis has pri-
marily done research on protein 
expression, whereas in the stock-
room, she worked to get the 
teaching lab read for chemistry 
classes by preparing solutions. 
Aalaei said one of their first 
dates was a Friday night hang-
out in the research lab. 
According to Aalaei, it was 
one of the first times they hung 
out outside of class. A Frida\' 
night in the summer, he had 
asked Francis where she was, 
and she had research that was 
going to run overnight. Because 
lab staff recommends no one be 
alone in the lab, Aalaei met her 
in me lab at about 11 p.m. 
"I brought her some ice 
cream and we sat th~re, and she 
had to check something every 30 
minutes," Aalaei said. 
Read more about Victoria Francis at 
alesttellve.com. 
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Peter Gillen: 'It is a true honor to be a nurse' 
LUKE SCHMIDT 
Alestle Reporter 
For Peter Gillen, of Lincoln, 
giving the commencement 
speech for the School of Nurs-
ing is an unexpected honor. 
"I was not anticipating giv-
ing a speech, but I was asked 
and I couldn't deny the offer. I 
have tried to stay involved 
whenever I can," Gillen said. "I 
am a Meridian Scholar, so I 
knew the dean of nursing. I have 
volunteered in the School of 
Nursing with open houses and 
preview days. I served on the 
Nursing Program Quality Com-
mittee. I've tried to represent the 
nursing school as best as I could 
over the past few 
years." 
"That is where you get a lot 
of the meat and potatoes that 
you will need down the road as 
you begin to work and gain ex-
perience. There is some heavy 
stuff in the curriculum, but face 
those challenges head on," 
Gillen said. "Take pride in your 
work. Don't despair and think 
this semester or this class is too 
hard for me. It was expected 
that I would struggle my first se-
mester in the program, but I 
used that for motivation. I used 
that to show them what I could 
do." 
Gillen said he has always ad-
mired the medical field because 
his father is a veterinarian and 
his sister a nurse full of stories. 
especially when they're in such a 
vulnerable place." 
Gillen said he specifically re-
members his first real-world ex-
perience as a nurse. 
"I remember my first pa-
tient. He was a ten-year-old boy 
in the pediatric wmg," Gillen 
said. "I walk in the room; I wash 
my hands like I'm supposed to. 
Then I remember thinking, 
'OK, now what do I do?' I 
mean, I was prepared, but it was 
all just new to me. As the day 
went on, it got better and bet-
ter." 
On the s·1bject of getting 
better and better, Gillen said 
that is a perfect mantra for his 
fellow nursing graduates. 
"I want to 
encourage my 
fellow nurses to Looking back 
over his time at 
SIUE, Gillen said it 
all happened in the 
blink of an eye. 
"It has been a 
great four years. 
' 
Take pride in your work. Don't 
despair and think this semester 
or this class is too hard for me. 
be the best that 
they can be each 




says how fast times 
goes, and that has 
been true for me. I 
can't believe how fast it has all 
gone," Gillen said. "Coming in 
freshman year, I came in open-
minded and met a lot of really 
great people. As a freshman, I 
was all about getting into the 
nursing program, which I did 
my sophomore year. The first se-
mester of the nursing program, 
they really load you up with a lot 
of work. That was my most dif-
ficult semester. However, I do 
love a challenge. Otherwise, I 
feel bored." 
To students just entering 
the nursing program, Gillen said 
to make the most of that first se-
mester in nursing school. 
Peter Gillen 
Senior nursing major 
days," Gillen 
said. "Remem-
ber to always 
"I have always liked sciences 
like chemistry and biology based 
stuff. Originally, I was looking 
at nursing, dentistry, and phar-
macy. I weighed the pros and 
cons of each with family and 
friends," Gillen said. "I thought, 
'People don't really like going to 
the dentist, and I didn't want to 
count pills all day as a pharma-
cist.' In terms of nursmg, pa-
tients love to see their nurse 
walk in the door. Year in and 
year out, it is rated as one of the 
most trusted professions. You 
are on the front lines. It is so re-
warding to be able to make a dif-
ference in people's lives, 
care for your pa-
tients; never 
stop learning and improving 
your skills. Most of all, honor 
the profession of nursing. It is a 
true honor to be a nurse." 
Graduation is just the be-
ginning for Gillen, who said he 
has ambitious career plans. 
"I would like to go on to 
get my doctorate of kinesiology 
here at SIUE," Gillen said. "Be-
fore I do that, I need experience 
in an intensive care umt. After 
graduation, I will be working in 
the ICU of the Springfield hos-
pital." 
Luke Schmidt can be reached at 
lschmidt@alestlelive.com or 650-3527. 
Senior nursing major Peter Gillen, of Lincoln, will graduate from the nursing program 
and hopes to get his doctorate at SIUE after working to obtain experience in the 
medical field. I Photo by Christian Lee/ Alestle 
Engracia: Time at SIDE can't ,e defined, only experienced 
LUKE SCHMIDT 
A/estle Reporter 
For James Engracia, of Algo-
nquin, the trick as the School of 
Education commencement speaker 
lies in trying to describe just how 
monumental his time at SIUE has 
been. 
Engracia said remembering his 
experiences at SIUE is one thing, 
but defining and describing them is 
another thing entirely. 
''It's hard to put my experience 
at SIUE into words. One of my fa-
vorite guotes says, 'It can't be de-
fined, but only experienced.' It's 
something like that in terms of my 
college experience as well," Engra-
cia ~aid. ''I've had so many different 
experiences in my time here. My 
freshman year, I had a difficult 
roommate who pushed me to my 
limits, but then my sophomore 
year, my new roommate became 
one of my best friends." 
While he will soon be graduat-
ing with honors, Engracia said 
there was a time early in his under-
graduate career when he doubted if 
he could succeed at SIUE. 
''It was my first semester. I was 
pulling in high grades, but there 
was something else. I wasn't really 
involved at that point. It wasn't 
until I got involved with my frater-
nity and other organizations that I 
really found my place here," Engra-
cia said. "I was miserable my first 
semester here, partly because of my 
living situation. I was actually set 
on transferring at that point. Some-
times, I'm still surprised that I 
made it this far to where I am now. 
I am humbled and thankful for it 
all." 
Engracia said a piece of advice 
for struggling freshmen is to believe 
you can do it, then you can succeed. 
"Create your own experience 
here because no else is going to 
make it for you," Engracia said. "So 
many of the experiences I've had at 
SIUE have allowed me to succeed 
and be where I am now. I've had 
teachers inspire me to do research 
projects and clinicals. The faculty 
and staff inspired me to succeed in 
so many ways that it is hard to put 
into words." 
However difficult it may be, 
Engracia is charged with the task of 
addressing his professors and col-
leagues in the School of Education. 
Engracia said he wants to use this 
opportunity to give his fellow grad-
uates a voice. 
"Being chosen out of so many 
people that applied to give this final 
word is a total honor. I can hardly 
describe how amazing it is be cho-
sen for this," Engracia said. ''I spent 
a lot of time asking friends and 
classmates about their experiences 
and what piece of advice they 
would give. I want to use some of 
the voices of my fellow classmates 
because if I am representing the 
graduating students, I want them 
to have a say as well." 
While no stranger to the lime-
light, Engracia said what is unigue 
about this commencement speech 
is how personal it is in nature. 
"I've been in front of many 
crowds before, but nothing of this 
e 
Senior education major James Engracia, of Algonquin, will graduate with honors, an accomplishment he never thought 
he would succeed at SIUE: 'I was pulling In high grades, but there was something else. I wasn't really Involved at that 
point. It wasn't until I got Involved with my fratemtty and other organizations that I really found my place here.' 
magnitude. I want this speech to be 
professional, yet personal," Engra-
cia said. ''I have always tried to keep 
my professional life separate from 
my personal life, but I'm finally at 
a place where I can connect the 
two. I am finally going to share my 
personal experiences and emotions 
with everyone else." 
Without giving away all his se-
crets before the big day, Engracia 
said the gist of his speech is about 
drive and determination. 
"First off, you always get out 
what you put in. I worked my butt 
off for these past four years trying 
to maintain my social life, fraternity 
life, extracurriculars, my academic 
I Photo courtesy of James Engracia 
life and so on," Engracia said, "It is 
really about effort and the hard 
work you put into whatever you are 
doing. If you want all the accolades 
without doing any of the work, you 
are not going to get any accolades." 
Read more about James Engracia 
at alestlelive.com. 
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School of 1ducation 
Underg(aduate degrees 
Immad M. Abdulhadi ................. BS 
Katelyn M. Ahlers ....................... BS 
Alexandria J. Allen ....................... BS 
Erin N. Allen ............................... BS 
Makenzie E. Allison ..................... BS 
Jordan T. Andruch ....................... BS 
Christina M. Anglin .................... BS 
Casey D. Aurand ......................... BS 
Eric R. Bachuzewski .................... BS 
James P. Engracia ........................ BS 
Jessica L. Entler ........................... BS 
Timothy R. Evans ....................... BS 
Lyndsey M. Evans ....................... BS 
Nicole Fairbairn ........................... BS 
Casey J. Fay. ................................ BA 
Samantha E. Flarity. .................... BS 
Erin M. Fleischacker .................... BS 
Kirstie L. Fore ............................. BS 
Shannon M. Leahy. ..................... BS 
Lauren M. Ledington ................. BS 
Bria M. Lee ................................. BS 
Alyssa Lemieux ........................... BS 
Emily N. Len th ........................... BS 
Andrew M. Lewis ....................... BA 
Sarah A. Logsdon ....................... BS 
David A. Long ............................ BS 
Holli R. Lorsoach ....................... BS 
Jesse R. Sauls ........................ ....... BS 
Lia M. Saunders ......................... BA 
Samantha M. Schappaugh .......... BS 
Kailey S. Schoenbeck .................. BS 
Amanda L. Schulenberg .............. BS 
Cara M. Schuman ....................... BS 
Nicholas J. Scott .......................... BS 
Haley J. Seketa ............................ BS 
Matthew J. Serdar ....................... BS 
Jordon L. Bakley. ......................... BS 
Kayla R. Bartz ............................. BS 
Melissa R. Bauman ..................... BA 
Samantha A. Baxter ..................... BS 
Rachel N. Beasley. ....................... BS 
Jessica E. Beck ............................. BS 
Nancy M. Beem .......................... BS 
Andrea A. Beitz ........................... BS 
James L. Beyer ............................. BS 
J ahlil N. Beymuhammed ............. BS 
Heather M. Bible ......................... BS 
Mark A. Bilich ...... : ...................... BS 
Kari C. Bindrim .......................... BS 
Samantha J. Forehand ................ BA 
Cheryl A. Frerichs ....................... BS 
Anna L. Frye ............................... BS 
Danielle N. Fuerst ....................... BS 
Haley R. Fuhrmann ................... BA 
Mary E. Gasser ............................ BS 
Katie L. Geisendorfer .................. BS 
Jasmine L. Giannuzzi .................. BS 
Joanna P. Gillespie ....................... BS 
Ashley N. Goben ........................ BS 
Samantha N. Godar .................... BA 
Michelle L. Goodyear .................. BS 
Ashlee N. Gottlob ....................... BS 
Krista J. Lotz ............................... BS 
Joshua R. Lupardus .................... BA 
Jessica M. Lutz ............................ BS 
Matthew J. Macko ....................... BS 
Tiffany G. Maglasang ................. BA 
Matthew E. Malak ...................... BS 
Katherine R. Mattioda ................ BS 
Kelli S. McCaherty. ..................... BA 
Hope A. McCoy. ......................... BS 
Joseph B. McDowell ................... BS 
Aunya L. McElroy. ...................... BS 
Nicole M. Medford ..................... BS 
Michael Medina .......................... BS 
Aaron J. Seyer ............................. BA 
Melisa M. Shepard ...................... BS 
Ana Shields ................................. BS 
Emily C. Shultz ........................... BS 
Matthew R. Silva ........................ BS 
Katie E. Simon ............................ BS 
Sierra K. Sims ............................. BS 
Curtis B. Sirlgleton ...................... BS 
Kristin N. Sloman ....................... BS 
Rachel A. Smart .......................... BS 
Taylor M. Smith ......................... BA 
Shayleen D. Smith ...................... BS 
Clearetta Z. Smith ....................... BS 
Danielle E. Birk ........................... BS 
Sydnie C. Blackman ......... , .......... BS 
Christopher J. Bobrosky. ............. BS 
Kayla R. Bochte .......................... BA 
Breanne M. Bonnell .................... BS 
Sarah C. Borlee ........................... BS 
Anna J. Boyer .............................. BS 
Mason M. Brinker ........................ BS 
Joshua J. Greene .......................... BS 
Megan E Greenwalt .................... BS 
Ashley R. Grzymalski .................. BS 
Ariel L. Hagemann ..................... BS 
Michael Hahn ............................. BS 
Alyssa M. Hahne ......................... BS 
Jolene N. Hall ............................. BS 
Elizabeth A. Hankins .................. BS 
Abby J. Meinhart ........................ BS 
Amy E. Meneses ......................... BS 
Victoria E. Menke ....................... BS 
Natalie R. Messina ...................... BS 
Candace B. Meyer ....................... BS 
Jessica P. Meyer ............................ BS 
Cortney N. Mikesell .................... BS 
Dalton R. Miller .......................... BS 
Tanishia B. Smith ........................ BS 
Julie G. Smith ............................. BS 
Mary E Sobery. ........................... BS 
Kiley A. Sommers ...................... BS 
Gregory L. St. Clair .................... BS 
Stepbanie S. Stacy. ...................... BS 
Emily Stafford ............................. BS 
Chelsea R. Steele ......................... BS 
Samantha A. Brinker ................... BS 
Michael D. Brodsky. .................... BS 
Lauren M. Broeking .................... BS 
Kristyn R. Budds ........................ BS 
Jessica K. Buehne ........................ BS 
Lindsay M. Bulva ........................ BS 
Melissa L. Burger ........................ BS 
Lillar C. Burton ........................... BS 
Tyler J. Calvert ............................. BS 
Manuel V Camarena ................... BS 
Tara Hanvey. ................................ BS 
Joshua L. Harrell ........................ BS 
Brandy N. Hart ........................... BS 
McKenna S. Hart ........................ BS 
Katie A. Hastings ........................ BS 
Heather E. Hays ......................... BS 
Rxa L. Heady. .................... ......... BA 
Jeffrey W Heidorn ......... : ............ BS 
Kate A. Helbi ........................... BA 
Laura R . Hd erman .. .... ........ .... . 
Brandon T. Miller ........................ BS 
Kristen M. Mills .......................... BS 
Lindsey J. Milner ......................... BS 
Amanda I. Montayne ................. BA 
Brittnee A. Morgan ..................... BS 
Brittany Morris ........................... BA 
Jennifer M. Mueller ..................... BS 
Kenyatta L. Muhammad ............. BS 
Alexandria Mundstock. ............... BS 
a .Mur as ............................ BS 
Jane A. Steible ............................. BS 
Danielle K. Steigerwald .............. BS 
J annah C. Stone .......................... BS 
Kelsey B. Stout ............................ BS 
Jordyn Strnad .............................. BS 
Brian J. Sullivan .......................... BS 
Ian M. Sweger ......... .. ...... .... ....... . BS 
Sumalinh I. Syphommarath ....... BS 
Cynthia M. Tate .......................... BS 
ssa A. Tefertiller .................... BS 
Brent W Camillo ......................... BS 
Ashley M. Capotosto .................. BA 
Irma C. Cardona ........................ BA 
Lawisha R. Carter ....................... BA 
Joshua A. Carter .......................... BS 
Whitney L. Chandler ................... BS 
Nicole M. Chrisagis .................... BS 
Trisha M. Clark ............................ BS 
Emilee M. Cline ........................... BS 
Kate M. Cole .............................. BA 
Abbey J. Cole .............................. BS 
Kara A. Combs ............................ BS 
Michael A. Compton .................. BS 
Kimberly E Cooper ..................... BS 
Jacob T. Corry. ............................. BS 
Travis M. Cox .............................. BS 
Anthony J. Cunningham ............. BS 
Julie A. Cutright .......................... BS 
Shelby Daugfierty. ....................... BS 
Jennifer A. Davis ........................ BA 
Valerie L. Davis .............. : ............ BS 
Ashton M. Day. ........................... BS 
Jessica L. Deane .......................... BS 
Christopher J. Decker .................. BS 
David L Devine ........ ..... ..... ........ BS 
Justin Dewing ............................ . BS 
Regan L. Dice ... .. ... ........ ............. BS 
Knstin E. Dierker .......... .............. BS 
Vincent L. Diviero ...................... BS 
Sarah J. Doggendorf ............ ....... BS 
Kaitlyn E. Dohnal ........ ..... .......... BS 
Shantay I. Dotson ....................... ES 
Sarah E. Downs .......................... BS 
Kacy Dunham ............................. BS 
Shae N. Eblin .............................. BS 
Amy R. Eckels ........................... .. BS 
Britney K. Eller ............................ BS 
Devin N. Ellis ... ............ ....... , .. .. ... BS 
Katherine L. Henricks ................ . 
Adrianne D. Hernandez .............. BS 
Jacob D. Hicks ............................ BS 
Myra J. Highsmith ...................... BS 
Jazmin C. Hill ............... ~············BS 
Ryan A. Hill ....... : ........................ BS 
J amilyn A. Hinkle ....................... BA 
Keitra G. Hinton ......................... BS 
Faith J. Hopkins .......................... BS 
Meghan J. Huff. .......................... BS 
Amanda M. Huff ....................... BS 
Titus D. Hughes ......................... BS 
Zachery A. Hungate ................... BS 
Alex Irland ................................... BS 
Chassity N. Ivory. ........................ BS 
Kaylin R. James ........................... BS 
Katherine A. Jerbi ....................... BS 
NicoleM. Jobe ............................ BS 
Lauren N. Johannes .................... BS 
Jessica R. Johnson ....................... BS 
Lauren A. Johnson ...................... BS 
Jessica L. Johnson ........................ BS 
Lauren M. Jordan ........................ BS 
Brad J. Keenan ............................. BS 
Kaitlin M. Kent ........................... BS 
Mark E. Kienlen .............. ... ...... ... BS 
Ashley R. Klei ....... ........ ... ....... .. .. BS 
Tarah L. Kohler ........................... BS 
Haylee C. Korte .......................... BS 
Alexandria J. Kostansek ....... ........ BS 
Catherine R. Kot ......................... BS 
Angela P. Kramer ........... ..... ......... BS 
Allie R. Kuhnert ......................... BA 
Alia M. Kutan .. ... ........ ... ........ ...... BS 
Samantha M. Labelle .................. BS 
Rachel S. Larson ......................... BA 
Cory J. Lawrence ............ ....... ..... BS 
Caitlin M. Lawrence ........ ......... .. BS 
arah . urnane ..................... . 
Marissa M. Nelson ................... ... BS 
Victoria I. Newcome ......... ......... BS 
Megan J. Newkirk ....................... BS 
Tayler N. Nick ............................. BS 
Joel M. Niemerg ....................... .. BS 
Brian D. O'Keefe ......................... BS 
Kevin W Ogden .......................... BS 
Drew M. Ogrentz ....................... BS 
Michael G. Osterbur .................... BS 
Aiemie N. Pace ............................ BS 
Raquel A. Pardo-Pfeiffer .. ........... BA 
Alicia N. Parker ............................ BS 
Jerica R. Patek ............................. BS 
Priscilla Perez ............................... BS 
Kacy E. Perry. .............................. BS 
Robert L. Peters .......................... BS 
Megan C. Petty. ........................... BS 
Carley A. Pfleger ......................... BS 
Justin E. Phillips .......................... BS 
Kelsey A. Piche ............................ BS 
Mercedes D. Pineda ..................... BS 
Joshua C. Prince ... ...................... . BS 
Michelle E. Probst ....................... BS 
Heidi M. Quiggle ........ ................ BS 
Kristin N. Raiidant ... .. ...... .. ......... BS 
Casey M. Rayhill ...... .. ... .............. BS 
Lauren P. Redding ....................... BS 
Jolynn Reeves .............................. BS 
Crystal L. Reiff .. ........ .................. BS 
Melinda M. Rendleman ...... ... .... . BS 
Emily L. Renth ...... ..................... BS 
Logan M. Resler ......................... BS 
Danielle L. Robbins .................... BS 
Danyel S. Robinson .................. .. BS 
Megan A. Rodgers ...................... BS 
Teresa A. Runyon ........... ............. BS 
Ashley Sabo ...................... ........... BS 
Zac ary R . Timler. ...................... B 
Sarah A. Topal .. ....... ... .. .. ... .. .... .. .. B 
Jonathan P. Tritley. ....................... BS 
Carlyn R. Underwood ................ BS 
Rhet H. Vaughan ........................ BS 
Hannah E. Vesper ....................... BS 
Todd Vogel. ................................. BS 
Jessica A. Wahlman ..................... BS 
Daniel L. Walbright .................... BA 
Kristin M. Walker ......................... BS 
Mattie M. Wall ............................ BS 
Audrey B. Wartsbaugh ................ BA 
Elizabeth M. Wasylenko .............. BS 
Jasmyne J. Watkiris ...................... BS 
Brooke C. Watsek ........................ BS 
Ellen A. Watson ........................... BS 
Lauren M. Welch ......................... BS 
Brittany E. Welch ........................ BS 
Nora E. Whipple ........................ BA 
Jennifer C. Wfiite ............ ..... ..... .. BS 
Brittney D. Whorl ... ..... ............... BS 
Olivia N. Wiegmann ................... BS 
Andrea J. Wig~t .......................... BS 
Bethany D. Willev. ................. ...... BS 
Katrina K. Williams ..................... BS 
Noel M. Williams ... .. ............. ...... BS 
Jeffrey T. Wilson ......................... BA 
Lin<;fsey R. _\Vilson ............. ... .. .... . BS 
Lydia E. W1ppennan ............... .... BS 
Brittney N. Wol£ ................ ......... BS 
Alicia B. Wombles .. ....... ....... ..... ... BS 
Joshua K. Wood .......................... BS 
Thomas D. Woodberry. .............. BS 
John C. Wright ........................ .... BS 
Chelsea G. Yankolovich ....... ........ BS 
Elena Yoch ...................... ............. BS 
Stephanie C. Young .................... BA 
l)rler R. Yungck ...... .. ... ...... ... .-... ... BS 
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School of Engineering 
Graduate degrees 
Nikhil Reddy Aeddula ............... MS Shiva Damera ............................ MS Timothy J. Kluthe ............... .' ..... MS 
Qasim M. Al Azze ..................... MS Damien A. Di Vittorio .............. MS Rakesh Medagoni ...................... MS 
RehanAli .................................. MS Daniel Durbin ........................... MS Reethika Mungimalla ..... ..... ...... MS 
Ahmed H. Alrawi ..................... MS Salar Ehsani ............................... MS Muhammed T. Mustafa. ............ MS 
Benjamin N. Antwi ................... MS Niki th Reddy Gelivi .................. MS Bala Sam path Myneni ............... MS 
Janson W. Austin ....................... MS Ramu Gogam ........................... MS Fanus M. Neguse ...................... MS 
Sandeep Reddy Bhimanapati .... MS Chuan Guo ................................ MS Josh C. Nieman ......................... MS 
Michael R. Brenner .................. . MS Lalita Tripura Sundari J ayanthi ... MS Smitaben C. Patel.. .................... MS 
Patrick A. Buller ......................... MS Barish Kadiyala ......................... MS Santhosh Kumar Pendem .......... MS 
Vi jay Kumar Chillamcharla ....... MS Neetha Reddy Keeni ................. MS Naga Venkata Vtkas Penugonda .. MS 
Undergraduate degrees 
ColinN. Abell ............................. BS ClaytonJ. Faber ........................... BS Jordan A. Leskovisek .................. BS 
Benjamin J. Adkins ...................... BS Logan L. Fischer ......................... BS Matthew J. Lievens ..................... BS 
. · Orhan Kaan Akmansayar ............ BS Rodney Freeman ......................... BS Adrian Liggett ............................ BS 
·.:· · ·. Gizem Altintas ............................ BS Michael J. Geiger ...... : .................. BS David L. Mas.sey. ......................... BS 
Cansu Avci .................................. BS Timothy A. Gentry. ..................... BS Logan D. Maughan .................... BS 
Ulas Avsar .................................... BS Bryon M. Graminski ................... BS Travis J. May. ............................... BS 
Refile OguzAybars ...................... BS ClaytonM. Graves ..... :················BS Thomas D. McClure ................... BS 
· · David A. Baalman ....................... BS Jonathan B. Gysin ....................... BS Gregory J. Miller ......................... BS 
· Muge Tugce Baris ........................ BS 'Irevor A. Hartnagel.. .................. BS Jason J. Mitchell .......................... BS 
Michael A. Barringer ................... BS Adam J. Heimbuecher ................ BS Craig M. Moore .......................... BS 
Bradley D. Behrends ................... BS Kyle A. Heinzl ............................. BS Alexander K. Mossman ............... BS 
Zachary D. Benchley. .................. BS Matthew R. Heminover ............. BS Brian Olsen ................................. BS 
Benjamin J. Bennett .................... BS Morgan A. Hemker ..................... BS Mark C. Ostroot ......................... BS 
Deniz Beser .................................. BS Joshua M. Herschbach ................ BS Kadir Ruhican O:zen ................... BS 
Jackson E. Bettis ......................... BA James A. Hoffinann .................... BS Baris Cem Ozpolat ...................... BS 
Edward J. Borcherding ................ BS David C. Holland ....................... BS Bibek R. Pandey. ......................... BS 
Christopher J. Branch ................. BS Glenn Howard ............................ BS Thomas S. Parker ......................... BS 
Derek A. Briesacher ..................... BS Alex M. Jette ............................... BS Eric M. Piel... .............................. BS 
Terrence D. Brown ...... ................ BS Brandi N. Jones .......................... BS Jonathan Pieper .. , ......................... BS 
Steven A. Clark ........................... BS Benjamin T. Karaianis ................. BS Bruce E. Polkowski ..................... BS 
Denver D. Coladilla .................... BS Huseyin Kaya .............................. BS Tony M. Probst ...... ..................... BS 
Timothy J. Conkling ................... BS Brian D. Kirchhofer .................... BS Corey J. Rahn ............................. BS 
Benjamin R. Cook. ..................... BS Kimberly E. Kirkton ................... BS Logan R. Rennegarbe ..... .......... . BS 
Zack R. Dahrnm ......................... BS Adam D. Knebel.. ....................... BS Santos Reyes1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• BS 
Burcu Dernirci ............................. BS Burak Can Kocabay. .................... BS Joshua J. Richrniller ..................... BS 
Matthew H. Denton ................... BS Joshua D. Koehn ......................... BS Brian M. Ropper ......................... BS 
Dogac Dincer .............................. BS Mehmet Komurcu ...................... BS Joshua M. Roth ........................... BS 
- MichaelJ. Disper ......................... BS Orkun Krand .............................. BS Drew S. Ruholl ........................... BS 
Joshua T. Donlan ........................ BS Ahmet Kaan Kurtulus ................. BS Matthew J. Saladino .................... BS 
Mitchell R. Dowdy. .................... BS Ryan C. Kurwicki ........................ BS Brian J. Saligram ......................... BS 
. · Timothy D. Doyle ...................... BS Lucas L. Lahr .............................. BS Jourdan W. Sarpy. ........................ BS 
Steven M. Driscoll ...................... BS James W. Leffew. ......................... BS Christopher R. Scheidker ............ BS 
Duygu Durak .............................. BS Brendan L. Lehman .................... BS Logan R. Schoch ........................ BS 
From the Alestle 
Congratulations 
graduates! 
The Alestle // 13 
Ajith Kumar Potlapalli .... .... ..... .. MS 
Sundara Sarma Ravinutula ........ MS 
David H. Richter ....................... MS 
Meral Sahin .................. ...... ... .... MS 
Arshad M. Shareef. ................... MS 
Franklin W. Sharpe .... ................ MS 
Henry B. Trutter ........................ MS 
Ravindra Vundavilli .... ............... MS 
Corey L. Whitley. .............. ........ MS 
Keith W. Woelfel.. ...................... MS 
Tanner C. Search ......................... BS 
Kevin Shaholli ............................. BS 
Benjamin A. Shashek. ................. BS 
Lindsey L. Shelton ...................... BS 
David S. Shovlin ......................... BS 
Tyler J. Sievers ............................. BS 
Hayden J. Sievers ............. '. .......... BS 
Mehmet Ali Simsek ..................... BS 
Rebecca R. Standefer ................... BS 
Eric M. Stauffer ........................... BS 
James E. Stilt ............................... BS 
William W. Stimson .................... BS 
Daniel C. Stoughton .................... BS 
Thomas M. Strehmann ............... BS 
Aaron M. Sullivan ....................... BS 
Eli R. Sweatt ............................... BS 
Cory S. Taylor ............................. BS 
Ismet Tosunoglu ......................... BS 
Anil Aras Ustundag .................... BS 
Michael C. Van De Veer .............. BS 
Bradley B. Venhaus ..... .............. .. BS 
Joshua L. Verdun ........................ BS 
Aaron C. Watson ......................... BS 
John D. Wendler .. ....... .............. .. BS 
Andrew L. Wilder ....................... BS 
Drake W. Willhite ........................ BS 
Todd J. Wilson ............................ BS 
Oran H. Wiseman ...................... BS 
Timothy R. Wittenberg .............. BS 
DillonJ. Wolf ............................. BS 
Aiden C. Xu ................................ BS 
Hazal Duygu Ytldiz ..................... BS 
Samet Ytlmaz .............................. BS 
Brandon K. Zurliene ................... BS 
best,of luck 
warm regards 
If you are looking for summer employment, or 
a job to work your way through college, 
Phlebotomy jobs are abundant. 
VATmethod.com 
Gcdl Strotler, B.S.N, R.N. 
Vein Access Technologist 
,· 
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Tara A. Baca ........................... MS Charlotte B. Chance ............ DNP Cindy G. MacDonald .......... DNP Susan G. Swanson ............... DNP 
Yvonne J. Barnes .................. DNP Penny L. Donaldson ............... MS Joann J. Pritchett ................. DNP Tanya M. Tanzillo ................ DNP 
Melisa L. Bay. ......................... MS Katherine A. Galias .............. DNP Linda M. Rood .................... DNP Peggy S. Welch .................... DNP 
Mary M. Brown ................... DNP Robin L. Grubbs ................. DNP Deanna J. Schroeder ............ DNP 
Amy M. Althardt ....... ............. . BS 
Ian S. Arneaud ......................... BS 
Lacia M. Arnold ...................... BS 
Jennifer L. Ashton ................... BS 
Iyeokan E. Ativie ..................... BS 
Cory R. Austin ........................ BS 
Felecia V. Babcock. .................. BS 
Nicholas A. Bair ....................... BS 
Penny S. Baity ............ ........ ...... BS 
Michelle D. Ballinger ............... BS 
Mackenzie L. Beck:er ................ BS 
K~lsie J. Biagi ...... _..·.-:···············BS 
Kimberly S. ~orgm1.. ............... BS 
Hailee E. Bowlin ..................... BS 
Michelle A. Boyer ..................... BS 
Kiley D. Brockett ............. ........ BS 
Patrice J. Burke ........................ BS 
Amy M. Burns ......................... BS 
Erica L. Byrd ........................... BS 
Sarah A. Cable ......................... BS 
Amanda N. Carver ........ ........... BS 
Lindsey B. Cervellone .............. BS 
Ashley P. Charlebois ........... ...... BS 
Crystal A. Chatfield .................. BS 
Myranda N. Compton .............. BS 
Margaret 0. Conness ................ BS 
Samantha N. Cooley. ............... BS 
Cierra R. Corby ....................... B 
Blake C. o ........................... BS 
Destiny M. rawford ............... BS 
Derik D. Daugherty. ................ BS 
Alaina J. Dennis ..... ... .. ....... ..... BS 
Jamie L. Diesel.. ...................... BS 
Colleen M. Dostal ................... BS 
Brieanne C. Elliott ................... BS 
Amber R. Escue ...................... BS 
Eric T. Esker ............................ BS 
Valerie A. Finnin ...................... BS 
Trisha J. Frazier ........................ BS 
Vicky J. Fuller .......................... BS 
Aaron J. Gajowiak ................... BS 





Brien R. Gill ............................ BS 
Matthew T. Gill ....................... BS 
Peter J. Gillen .......................... BS 
Marie N. Layer ........................ BS 
Caitlyn R. Legrand .................. BS 
Rachel G. Lewis ....................... BS 
Mark A. Schmidt ..................... BS 
Kimberly S. Schott .................. BS 
Tamera J. Schumer ................. .. BS 
Stefhanie L. Gingerich ............ . BS 
Joe T. Greatting ....................... BS 
Russell S. Gregory .................... BS 
Christopher J. Gnmm .............. BS 
Lauren L. Hagen ..................... BS 
Linda C. Hansen ..................... BS 
Jacob Harrison ......................... BS 
Lauren D. Hartnett ................. BS 
Katelyn R. Hebron .................. BS 
Colton D. Henderson .............. BS 
Rebecca K. Hertenstein ........... BS 
Erinn E. Hileman .................... BS 
Tiffany R. Hills ........................ BS 
Sarah E. Hoefert ...................... BS 
Carissa D. Hofbauer ................ BS 
Kami L. Hofer ......................... BS 
Charis L. Hoffman .................. BS 
Caroli ta C. Holmes ................. BS 
Cara Holzaepfel. ..................... BS 
Drew R. Howell.. ................... BS 
Jessie A. Husband ................... BS 
Ashley G. Jackson .................... BS 
Melissa A. Jany.: ...................... BS 
Glenda B. Jeflries ......... ............ BS 
Jennifer A. Jones ..................... BS 
Katie M. Jones ......................... B 
Inumidun K. Kafisanwo .......... BS 
Paul N. Kariuki ........................ BS 
Caitlyn E. Karns ...................... BS 
Rachel M. Keever ..................... BS 
Kendra S. Kelly •....... ... ' ............. BS 
Kelcie M. King ........................ BS 
Robin M. Kirk ........................ BS 
Kristine N. Klinzing ................ BS 
Lauren M. Krassinger .............. BS 
Lindsay M. Krontz .................. BS 
Melissa M. Kruckeberg ............ BS 
Kristin M. Krug ...................... BS 
Kaitlin M. Kubal ...................... BS 
Monica N. Lin ......................... BS 
Jordyn A. Lionberger ............... BS 
Monah R. Lupardus ................ BS 
Jenna M. Macaluso .................. BS 
Ada Malone ............................. BS 
Chloe S. Marth ........................ BS 
Tiffany D. Martin ........ ........ .... BS 
Traci A. Maue ......................... BS 
Ellie M. McCrea ...................... BS 
Ashley L. McGrath .................. BS 
Kirstie A. Mcgrath ................... BS 
Erika A. Metz .......................... BS 
Jessica 0. Miller ........................ BS 
Lindsey F. Miner ...................... BS 
Ryan D. Morrison ................... BS 
Melany A. Mulligan ................. BS 
Lyndi R. Myers ....................... BS 
Rebecca A. Niebrugge ............. BS 
Heather A. Ohl.. ..................... BS 
Megan M. Oller ....................... BS 
Cynthia E. Oltman .................. BS 
Lamat A. Omar ....................... BS 
Meagan M. Paschedag .............. BS 
urtne A. Paterson .............. BS 
Michel e . iro ...................... B 
David J. Plankey ...................... BS 
Brian M. Potje ......................... BS 
Natalie N. Propst ..................... BS 
Stephanie S. Pruitt ................... BS 
Molly A. Rexilius ..................... BS 
Samantha B. Reynolds ............. BS 
Cecily K. Rhodes .................... BS 
Olivia L. Ring ......................... BS 
Brittany N. Roadman .............. BS 
Kwamane D. Robinson ........... BS 
Brittany A. Russell ................... BS 
Megan L. Schlender ................. BS 
Camille M. Scott ..................... BS 
Amanda L. Seaman ........... ...... BS 
Amy Shelton ............ ................ BS 
Whitney J. Smith ..................... BS 
William H. Soward .................. BS 
Jessica A. Spring ...................... BS 
Kylie M. Springer ..................... BS 
Michelle L. Starbuck ................ BS 
Tara N. Statos .......................... BS 
Jacob M. Stauffenberg ............. BS 
Michelle L. Steh ...................... BS 
La Tasha A. Sullivan ................. BS 
Janna A. Sweitzer ..................... BS 
Azia A. Taylor .......................... BS 
Amy J. Terhark ......................... BS 
Michelle M. Thole ................... BS 
Tawny N. Thomas ................... BS 
Teresa W Tucker ...................... BS 
Ashleigh M. Ulick .................... BS 
Robin M. Umbaugh ................ BS 
Chinazor C. Umesegha ............ BS 
Melissa L. Van Ham ................ BS 
Zackary D. Vaughan ................ BS 
Kristi M. Verstegen .................. BS 
ystal olk ............................ BS 
Kristina M. Warfel.. ................ . BS 
Keonna K. Washington ............ BS 
Kylee C. Wassell ....................... BS 
Barbara L. Weis ....................... BS 
Cynthia Welty. .......................... BS 
Hillary P. Wernsing ................... BS 
Valerie K. Westendorf .............. BS 
Matya L. White ........................ BS 
Brittney D. Willis ..................... BS 
Ashley N. Wilson ..................... BS 
Bryce A. Yantis ......................... BS 
Sheila A. Zimmerman-Roe ...... BS 
Jessica L. Zuber ....................... BS 
J 01.1r.n.alist 




GIVE YOU MORE! 
Experience with D.D. a plus. 
Certification will be provided by the 
facility. $10.00 per hour. Drug testing 
required. Send resume to: LPN 1450 
Caseyville Avenue, Swansea, IL 62226 
Licensed LPN for 100 bed residential 
facility for Developmentally Disabled 
Adults. Two shifts available, evening & 
midnight. Past experience with D.D. a 
plus. Flexibility in covering shifts any 
day of the week. Ability to communicate 
effectively with residents, guardians & 
staff a must. Drug testing required. 
Send resume to: LPN 1450 Caseyville 
Avenue, Swansea, IL 62226 




Place your classified ad at a time 
convenient for you using our easy, 
secure online interface at 
alestlelive.com/classifieds 
Deadlines: 
By noon Friday for Tuesday issue 
or noon Monday for Thursday issue 
Having trouble? Call 618·650·3528 
or e·mail classifieds@alestlelive.com 




The Alestle MUC2022 8 a.rn. · 4:30 p.rn. Monday·Friday 
Part-Time Typist: send resume and 
cover letter to oceanvoyage@ymail.com 
Needs You! 
Apply at Morris Univ. Center 
Rm.2022 
HELP WANTED 
100 Bed Residential Facility for 
Developmentally Disabled Adults in 
Swansea, IL seeking a person for 
Administrator on Duty (AOD). Must 
have supervisory experience. 
FOR RENT 
SMOKE-FREE 2 BR, 1.5 BA 
Townhomes. $675 month. Includes 
water, sewer and trash service. 
Washer/Dryer in unit. 6.6 mi. to SIUE. 
Quiet. Clean. No pets .. No smoking 
(618) 931-4700 www.fairway-
estates.net 
Tuesday, May 6, 2014 
Opal Bacon ................... PHRMD 
Jessica N. Barnfield ........ PHRMD 
Matthew J. Bartlett ........ PHRMD 
Shannon D. Beaman ...... PHRMD 
Justin K. Chen ... .......... .. PHRMD 
Dolores Climaco ..... ....... PHRMD 
Clint R. Coleman .......... PHRMD 
Dana K. Constant .......... PHRMD 
Kelcey A. Correll ............ PHRMD 
Amanda K. Crane .......... PHRMD 
Kacey W Crum .............. PHRMD 
Valerie L. Currier ........... PHRMD 
Virginia M. Dickison ..... PHRMD 
Andrew J. DiMaggio .... PHRMD 
Katie Donald ................. PHRMD 
Julie A. Elbl.. .......... ..... .. PHRMD 
Micki M. Evansco .......... PHRMD 
Stephanie M. Failing ...... PHRMD 
Christopher L. Flarugan.PHRMD 
Elizabeth M. Flores ........ PHRMD 
Alestte Graduation Edition 
School of Pharmac~ 
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Rosaura S. Ford ............. PHRMD Marcus A. Mussatto ....... PHRMD 
Brendan T Freitag ......... PHRMD Alana M. Narup ............. PHRMD 
Kelsey Frichtl. ................ PHRMD Cheyenne C. Newsome .. PHRMD 
Daniel R. Friedrich ........ PHRMD Katie L. Nicholls ............ PHRMD 
Kelly F Hanrahan .......... PHRMD Katilyn M. Nihiser ......... PHRMD 
Bryce M. Harrison ......... PHRMD Kristen C. Nowdomski .. PHRMD 
Jim W Hok .................... PHRMD Laura M. Olsen .............. PHRMD 
Taylor B. Howell ........... PHRMD Mackenzie S. Ourth ....... PHRMD 
Stephanie S. Hufstedler .. PHRMD E ·1 C p l PHRMD m1 y . a po czy. ........ . 
Erin M. Johnson ............ PHRMD An:and Patel. .................. PHRMD 
Kirk J. Klein .................. PHRMD Scott B. Powers ............. PHRMD 
Mallory K. Klein ............ PHRMD Kristie J. Rees ................ PHRMD 
Natalie E. Lauer ............. PHRMD Lauren C. Richards .. ...... PHRMD 
Savanna M. Mattingly. .. . PHRMD Alexandra Ruggless ........ PHRMD 
Erika A. Miller ............... PHRMD Elizabeth A. Russ ........... PHRMD 
Oliver D. Mills ..... .......... PHRMD Laurie J. Schou .............. PHRMD 
Katelyn M. Mitchell ....... PHRMD Cara L. Schrand ....... ...... PHRMD 
Westley E. Moll.. ............ PHRMD Christopher R. Selby .... PHRMD 
Samiyah A. Munshi .... ... PHRMD Nikolas B. Shaughnessy. .PHRMD 
~ealthcare Informatics 
Graduate degrees 
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Tracy C. Shewell ............ PHRMD 
Bryce C. Shilts ...... .. ....... PHRMD 
Melissa A. Smith ............ PHRMD 
Rahim D. Soltanshalli .... PHRMD 
Gabrielle D. Spann ... ..... PHRMD 
Kyle A. Swingler ........... . PHRMD 
Gold C. Uche ................ PHRMD 
Jonathan A. Urbina ....... PHRlviD 
Lynsey A. Vahle .. ... ... ..... PHRMD 
Seth A. Wagner .............. PHRMD 
Emily N. Weidner .......... PHRMD 
Maxwell I. Weiler ........... PHRMD 
Gina L. Westermeier ...... PHRMD 
Charles E. Wieland ........ PHRMD 
Christina J. Wilke ........... PHRMD 
Daniel S. Willhoit .......... PHRMD 
Brittney N. Winkelman .. PHRlviD 
Lauren E. Youngberg ..... PHRMD 
Brook A. Zumaris ..... .. ... PHRMD 
Sheila Agan .. .. ....... .. ... ......... ... MS Denise L. Hoyt ... ..... ... ...... ...... MS Mikie D. Rachman .... .... .. .... .... MS 
Courtney L. Cape ................... MS Lynn M. Kalkbrenner .............. MS Catherine M. Sala ................... MS 
Lisa M. Swerczek ....... ............. MS 
Heena R. Tamakuwala ...... .... .. MS 
Jana K. Hauk. ....... ................. . MS Xiaoli Ma ................................ MS Katherine B. Schmitz .............. MS Ellen K. Thompson ................ MS 
Jason D. Williams ................... MS 
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